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Annual Meeting, 1978

When outgoing ASM president Ralph D. Winter was asked to

tailor his address to the special circumstances of a joint

meeting between the ASM and a sister organization, the

International Association of Mission Studies, he decided to

present a large canvas interpreting the overall phenomenon
of Protestant missions in American experience. The special

focus of this address, now in the form of an article, is

characteristic of a recurring emphasis in his writings: a

comparison between Protestant and Catholic structural

mechanisms of mission. His historical summary attempts to

explain both how and why the number of overseas

missionaries sent out by member denominations of the

NCCCUSA is now less than 7V2% of the U.S. Protestant total.

Aks a fairly narrow Presbyterian seminary student, one of

the first shocks the writer experienced was to encounter Baptist

Kenneth Scott Latourette’s statement that, for all intents and

purposes, the early band of highly evangelistic Methodist circuit

riders adhered to characteristically Roman Catholic vows of

poverty, chastity, and obedience. This disturbing thought

germinated and, along with other broadening influences,

eventually wreaked havoc upon my typically Protestant

limitations.

It was the beginning of an intellectual pilgrimage in which the

writer would eventually come to see the emergence of the

Protestant mission society as a parallel to the Roman Catholic

order despite the fact that within the Protestant stream of history

it is still viewed as a major yet somehow “foreign” structure. He

would come to see the Protestant mission society as
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unintentionally and unfortunately the basis of a veritable

Protestant “schism” not often confronted and analyzed

structurally, yet clearly an internal strain between church and

para-church organizations which profoundly frustrates the

contemporary tasks of renewal and unity as well as mission.

Protestantism Revisited

The undoing of a mindset takes years. The writer has not

easily or happily yielded to the eventual and inevitable

conclusion that the major Protestant traditions (Reformed,

Lutheran, and Anglican — if we can stretch the word Protestant

that far) became in their state-church postures every bit as

Constantinian as they had ever imagined the Roman Catholic

tradition which they spurned. Many a seminary student

passionately seeking the renewal of the church tends early to

side with the so-called “radical reformers” who, though they

existed long before the Reformation, were still protesting

Protestant Constantinianism long after the Reformation. What
dismay that many of these once radical traditions today bear

many of the traits of the state-church syndrome.

In other words, from the particular bias of many Americans,

state-churches of any kind may appear to have been a “mistake.”

Constantine’s patronage is seen by many ofAnabaptist lineage as

having caused more harm than good, provoking the “fall of the

church.” But in seminary studies, new disappointments greet

even “believer’s church” or “gathered church” enthusiasts.

Gradually they realize that once on the free soil of America these

formerly elite and sectarian traditions, now totally

untrammeled, have apparently descended over the decades to a

nominalism — an in-name-only membership not strikingly

different from that of the state church, whether Protestant or

Catholic. Eliteness and vitality, it is discovered, are not very

durable in any tradition. It seems almost a rule that every

Christian tradition, whether Protestant, Mennonite or Roman , insofar

as it depends heavily upon a family inheritance - or, shall we say, a

biological mechanism for its perpetuation over a period of time, will

gradually lose the spiritual vitality with which it may have begun.

Such a loss of vitality occurs simply because biological and
spiritual types of reproduction are fundamentally dissimilar. No
exception, Protestantism as a movement has to a considerable

extent survived both in spite of and curiously because of the
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constant emergence and re-emergence of new groups — the
fissiparous tendency which Latourette highlights. Thus each
new religious body represents and maintains a somewhat elite
selection out of the general population only in its first or second
generation. To the Roman Catholic, but also to the Protestant
ecumenist, this type of constant rebirth, when it keeps on
creating separate new churches, may seem to be an apparently
fragmenting and therefore horrifying tendency, such that
whatever recovery of zeal it may embody is commonly and with
some justification disparaged.

Is there a more excellent way”? The writer is convinced that
the Roman Catholic tradition, in its much longer experience with
the phenomenon of the “order,” embodies a superior structural
approach to both renewal and mission. He thus believes that
Protestants must begin to see their para-church structures in a
similar light. That is, they can better understand how best to
fulfill their own profound obligation to unity, renewal and
mission if they see their own forms in cooperative reference to
those of the Roman Catholic tradition.

The Enviable Roman Catholic Synthesis

Personal reactions to certain of the inadequacies of the
Protestant tradition no doubt give the writer a particular slant on
the history of the Roman Catholic Church. For example, I tend
to interpret the very survival of the Roman Church into the high
medieval period as being to a considerable extent the result of
the sheer durability and spiritual and Biblical vitality of the
earlier monastic tradition. (Thus it seems perfectly proper to me
that the monastic and religious orders should be called
“regular,” while the diocesan tradition is labeled “secular.”) As a
Protestant deeply concerned about the inherent limitations of
Protestantism’s typical pair of alternatives — state-church
nominalism or sectarian disunity— the writer is quite likely to be
over-reacting in favor of that fascinating middle way constituted
by the relationship between the diocesan tradition and the
religious communities of the Roman tradition. I try not to be
blind to several periods of long-drawn-out competition between
orders of friars or the recurrent seesaw of power between bishop
and abbot. I have not totally forgotten the typical Protestant
stereotype of the ascetic anchorite fleeing the world instead of
endeavoring to save it. But 1 know that Protestants in their own
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ways have also achieved most of these excesses, and on balance I

am irretrievably convinced that the inherent decentralization,

mobility and eliteness of the Roman religious communities must

urgently be recovered by the Protestants. To a considerable extent, in

fact, I believe Protestants do now possess in various para-church

structures functional analogues, if only Protestants could

somehow see them in a new light and develop a new relationship

to them that will be both supportive but also help them to be

accountable. (This theme is developed later on.)

The Warp and the Woof

In order better to deal evenhandedly with parallel structural

forms in Catholic, Protestant and secular traditions alike, the

writer has found it helpful to employ a pair of neutral terms:

“modality” and “sodality.” It would appear that every human
society, whether secular or religious, needs both modalities (that

is, overall, given, governmental structures) and also sodalities (that is,

other structured, decentralized and especially voluntary

initiatives). Even primitive tribes, for example, possess in

addition to a tribal governmental system other structures long
called sodalities by anthropologists, borrowing and modifying the

Catholic term. These are sub-structures within the community
that have an autonomy within and under the tribal government.

Many are voluntary and are therefore not biologically

perpetuated. American life itself is to a staggering degree the

result of the work of thousands of organized, voluntary
initiatives — business, social and cultural — which are watched

and regulated but not administered by the government. It is fair to

say that most Americans are friendly to this type of “private

enterprise” and often tend to fear creeping “big government.”
On the other hand, many Protestants who avidly support
voluntarism and pluralism on a secular level at the same time
deplore the fact that within the Christian movement there are
hundreds of organizations that are for the most part not directly

administered by the denominations. Their misgivings are mostly
rooted in the absence within Protestantism of a responsible
relationship between churches and many para-church
organizations.

Thus, just as the word church is used sometimes to refer to the
entire Chrisdan movement, sometimes to denominations and
sometimes only to a local organizadon within that movement, I
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have coined the term modality to refer to the overall
governmental structure of a human community (orcommunal-like group) that is biologically complete and
biologically sustained, whether city, state, church,
denomination, synagogue, etc. The word sodality then refers to
those structures more likely to be voluntary, contractual and
purposive, that are not deriving in the main from biological
momentum, where membership is not as likely to be automatic
nor presumed nor pressured and where for example whole
families as such are not generally admitted. In the way I am
using the term, examples of sodalities include everything from
commercial enterprises to what Catholics call orders and religious
societies and Protestant historians have called voluntary societies .*

Why am I so concerned to recognize the legitimacy of both
structures? Because I believe the Reformation tragically
abandoned the second of these two structures and unwittingly
produced another, less-noticed internal “schism” between them,
creating monumental problems for Protestants to this day. I

recognize and value both the synagogue (modality) and the
Pharisaic missionary band (sodality) in the Jewish community
before Christ. Both the New Testament “church” (modality) and
the Pauline missionary band (sodality) are reasonable and
helpful borrowings of those two earlier structures. The diocese
(modality) and the monastery (sodality) are later functional
equivalents. As already mentioned, we can apply this distinction
to the contrast between bishop and abbot, secular and regular
priests, and fairly recently in Protestantism to the uneasy
distinction between denomination or congregation (modality) and
Christian movement

, society or para-church structure (sodality).
The common use of the phrasepara-church organization for the

second structure, the sodality, may even be questioned if neither
structure is any more normative, any more church, than the
other. (Why not call churches para-missions ?) Thus, just as it is

impossible to make cloth without threads going both crosswise
and lengthwise, it is crucially important to regard these two
structures working together as the warp and the woof of the fabric,
the fabric being the Christian movement — the people of God,
the ecclesia of the New Testament, the church of Jesus Christ.
Therefore, to make either of the two structures central and the
other secondary, as the term para-church seems to do, is probably
unwise. The two are indeed interdependent and the evidences
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of history do not allow us to understand either of them as
complete without the other. As in the Roman tradition, their
relationship is at least potentially a beneficial symbiosis. The
problem is that within Protestantism today the tension between
the two is as great as or greater than ever before.
Thus, for well over half of the brief history of Protestantism,

the Reformation tradition has to a great extent been engrossed
in the attempt to establish a middle ground between what the
Reformers viewed as the nominalism of the Catholic masses and
the heroic asceticism of the Catholic monastery. Again and again
sects have started out from within Protestantism, often with a
vital fellowship during the first or second generation, but have
soon and inevitably swung from vitality to nominalism once they
lave become dependent upon family perpetuation for survival.
he vitality of the sects has always been made possible by their

newness and the opportunity this gave them to be selective in
theii early membership. All attempts to impose stricter
standards on a given (rather than a gathered or attracted) group
have backfired: thus Oliver Cromwell’s ill-fated attempt to
clamp all of England in a Puritan vise, Calvin’s attempt to turn
Geneva into a Protestant-style monastery and Jonathan
Edwards’ failure successfully to resist the compromises of the
Half-way Covenant.” Yet Protestantism in general has made no

serious attempt to recover the voluntary tradition of the Catholic
orders. As a result, while the Protestant tradition at many points
attempted very desperately to be healthier, by cutting off the
orders the Protestant body gave up arms and legs and virtually
put unity, renewal and mission out of reach.
The uniquely American experience with post-Revolution

ecclesiastical disestablishment produced briefly what was hailed
as the “voluntary church.” In the early days of the new republic
when church membership was less than ten percent of the
population, there was more reason than now to place great hope
upon a much more elite and selective approach to membership
than that of the state-church tradition. But the phrase voluntary
church has turned out to be virtually a contradiction in terms. Inboth connectional and congregational denominational
experience, social pressures on the younger generation have in
the long run substituted for voluntary mechanisms and
pioduced results not easily distinguishable from the state
church. Both connectional and congregational traditions rely
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mainly on familial perpetuation. Thus Kelley's Why ConservativeChurches are Growing (really, “why non-selective churches are notattracting select people") chronicles the “inevitable" trend tonominalism and it remains clear that the voluntary principle liesmainly in the sodality (not modality) structures (Kelley 1972?This does not at all mean that the modality, the biologicallyperpetuated communal body, is inferior to die sodalky the
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William Carey's Discovery

Thus it was very important when an unlikely village
schoolmaster-preacher-cobbler fought his way am of thisimpasse and bequeathed to succeeding Protestant Christendomwhat was in effect, the reinvention of the Catholic-originated
wheel. I refer to the brilliant and awesomely determinedyoung man named William Carey. It may some day be

acknowledged that his tightly reasoned essay, Tn Enquiry into the
Obligation of Christians to Use Means for the Conversion of the
Heathens, has been the most influential single piece of literature
in the worldwide expansion of Protestantism since the
Ketormers. His essay is at minimum the literary basis for the
reemergence in Protestantism of a whole rash of what he called
means — religious societies and voluntary societies. Thus, at

the crucial point ofmodern history when the French Revolution
cut the European roots of the global network of Catholic
missions, Protestants suddenly discovered how to sprout the
same kind of organizational arms and legs that were not only to
carry them around the world in the extension of their faith but
also potentially to rebuild and renew their home traditions from
within.

Beginnings were slow and humble, but twelve significant
mechanisms for missionary extension were forged along these
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lines in the twenty-five years following the appearance of Carey’s
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organizational means that were so well known in the Protestant
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commercial ''callings" to the furthest corners of the world (e.g.
t e East India Company). His knowledge and appreciation of
the existence of Catholic missions, however, was embarrassingly
scant and negative. I, would be a few years yet before those who
followed m his steps would have sufficient contact w.th Catholic
missionaries for there to be any possible revision of Protestant
stereotypes of the latter. But reinvent the wheel they didThe impact for unity and mission of this sudden acquisition ofarms and legs by the body of the Protestant tradition is not often
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extent inspired by the example of a second “William Carey, J.

Hudson Taylor, who also plotted statistics of unreached people

and urgently proposed a means. By 1910, the immense stake of

American Protestants in organizations of this type working all

over the world was so significant that in the United States even

Roman Catholic foreign mission initiatives were for once (in a

unique switch) spurred on by Protestants. Another vast new

boost in American Protestant involvement in missions resulted

from the Second World War, which among its other functions

dramatically familiarized American citizens with the rest of the

world as no other event in American history, setting the stage for

another 150 voluntary foreign mission societies to burst forth.

Looking back, however, it is only fair to say that William

Carey, working as he did within the Protestant tradition, could

not have exacdy reproduced the Catholic orders even if he had

consciously tried. Unlike Catholics, Protestants have always

tended to overlook the usefulness ofunmarried people. Yet Carey did

not deem it necessary for his wife to accompany him to India

when he first ventured forth, and Hudson Taylor’s followers

often lived as though they were single men, leaving their wives

back in coastal cities as they probed China’s interior for a year at

a time. Having to provide schooling and care for the

missionaries’ children inevitably focused on another significant

contrast between Protestant and Catholic mission societies,

involving both advantages and disadvantages.

Nevertheless, the comparison between the two traditions is

still feasible and useful. What about poverty, chastity,

obedience? The acceptance of “poverty” as a lifestyle has

characterized virtually every Protestant mission society.

“Functional chastity” of a sort we have just mentioned. But

chastity is as much an attitude as anything else. Obedience? Until

recent times, becoming a Protestant missionary was as

permanent a call as any solemn vow in the Roman tradition. The

biggest difference between Protestant and Catholic in regard to

this matter of disciplined, additional-commitment communities

is not so much the difference between the internal functions of

Protestant and Catholic missions as the difference in the external

relationships of these sodalities to their respective parent

denominational traditions. Yes, in this respect Protestants are

indeed very different from Catholics. Note, for example, that

Vatican II assumed the existence, the value and permanence of
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the orders, while the Bangkok meeting of the World Council of
Churches Commission on World Mission and Evangelism in

1973-1974 virtually assumed the passing of the Protestant
mission societies. This leads us to look more closely at what we
may call the “other Protestant schism.”

The Other Protestant Schism

Generally, Protestants are committed to the principle of
cultural self-determination and are therefore not offended by
the idea of a worldwide fellowship of separate autonomous
national (cultural, ethnic) or nation-oriented churches. This
holds as long as every possible continuing effort is made for

these legally independent churches to develop a sharing
relationship between themselves. But while the Reformers
conceived of the legitimacy of such autonomy for their own
cultural spheres, they did not successfully understand and apply
this insight as a general principle. In fact, it was not until their own
missions belatedly arose that Protestant minds encountered
full-blown cultural traditions in the non-Western world where
for them the shoe was now on the other foot and the issue of
those “non-Western degraded cultures” being self-determining

really arose to test the Protestants’ untried general principle.

Today, of course, the need for “indigenization” (or
“contextualization”) is commonly discussed and widely accepted
among both Protestants and Catholics (although seriously

unresolved dimensions remain).

Thus the Reformation — that well-known schism between the

Mediterranean, Romanized and the Northern European,
non-Romanized populations — was both inevitable and in some
senses beneficial. Scholars have sometimes termed the

Reformation the “Protestant Revolt,” but in one sense this

“revolt” may have misfired since the sons of the Reformation

have not generally understood the point that was made: the

schism was a cultural decentralization. In any case, Protestants

unwitdngly created another and even more significant internal

“schism” deriving from and resulting in a truncated view of the

church. This other organizational schism was the result insofar

as the Reformers conceived ofan overall church structure getting along

nicely without any voluntary sub-communities worthy ofbeingpart ofthe

church. In one respect the resulting situation constitutes to this

day Protestantism’s own still unresolved “investiture
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controversy.” But, alas, without a pope the Catholic solution at

Cluny (oforders becoming free from local control) is not directly

applicable. It is as though the Protestants are still living prior to

Cluny and cannot proceed because they have no higher power
(other than the secular state) to which an elite community in a

given locality can be subordinated and by which defended from
the provincial and local goads that characterize the democratic

church tradition.

As a result, although Protestant foreign mission societies

finally surfaced— and there are by now more than 600 in North

America, raising more than $700 million annually —
nevertheless Protestant church structures in America have

somehow not yet fully resolved their relationship to such

structures. As a result, they either ignore their existence or try to

make them into an ecclesiastical type of “government agency” that

results in a complex inflexible situation.

1. About half of all North American Protestant missionaries

are sent out by mission offices owing no allegiance to any
denomination by name. These suffer from imperfect
accountability.

2. The other half are sent out by offices that function basically

at the initiauve ofdenominational governments. These are often

frustrated in the outworking of their highly specific, especially

"prophetic” goals by being ultimately required to seek majority

approval from the denominational constituency. 4

Figure 1 shows two extreme (A and D) and two intermediate
(B and C) models of reladonship.

S
( \
y

Denomination

j

'lit
1

Mission

Socicly

Type D

Unrelated to any
one denomination

FIGURE 1 - Relationships Between Church and Para-Church Organizations

Type A

Denomination-
administrated and
funded

(Unified Budget)

Type B

Denomination-
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funded by direct,

designated giving

TypeC

Denomination-
related but auto-

nomous
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Back in William Carey’s era, the new initiatives were mainly
outside the church governments (i.e., Type D), although Carey
himself finally secured the limp backing of a local Baptist
conference of churches, so that his society was really Type C. In
America this pattern of mere church recognition and/or tacit

approval of virtually autonomous mission structures went much
further. Thus, in reaction, we see the development of a pattern
almost unique to America (already referred to as the “American
Pattern”) whereby the U.S. denominations, which were pretty
elite in the voluntary sense, in the early 1800’s one by one began
gradually to coopt or create their own internal voluntary societies

for mission, such that by 1865 most of the Type C or D societies

had become B or C. Even though the “faith mission” movement,
following 1865, resulted in a whole new crop of unrelated Type
D societies, and still another new set ofType D societies emerged
following World War II, nevertheless by 1950 most of the older
sociedes or boards with C and B reladonships had finally moved
to Type A (unified budget) relationships. Meanwhile also, newer
or younger denominations generally followed this latter,

American pattern from the time it became well known.
Figure 2 impressionistically portrays a long-standing trend

away from the nearly universal use of voluntary sociedes as a

means of active service toward the use of denominational boards,
and then a more recent reversal of that trend.

FIGURE 2 — Proportion of American Missionaries Under Voluntary Societies and Under
Denominational Boards c: nr, twinSince 1800100
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The three most reliable points— 1 969, 1 972 and 1 975— are a

substandal indication of the present trend. 5 This is pardy the

result of a general trend within the denominadons toward
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zrTat^^dwem^and
majority consensus in regard to social andW '

especially in mainline U.S. denominations. That is. with a

democratic polity very little initiative can be taken without

"

^FYom"th "perspec tive of this article, the trend to the A and D

extremes of relationship between mission structures and

churches - call it the Bear-Hug-or-Abandonment Syndrome

_ is further evidence of the continuing internal schism or

uneasy tension between the denominations and the v"lunta >

societies. We need to ponder today why all Catholic ordered

nearly all European Protestant socieues fall into Type C while

American Protestant missions nearly all fall into the A an

extremes. In the terminology of church historians, this

phenomenon is also described as a tension between (1) the

model of a church government being directly responsiblefor on y

its internal life and discipline and depending upon external

voluntary societies as its arms and legs in social and missionary

activism; and (2) the model, historically advanced in opposition

to the interdenominational voluntary societies, that each

denomination, being itself a voluntary society of sorts, should also

function as its own "missionary organization. A recent essay by

a church historian, Fred J.
Hood, describes these two concepts

nicely (although extended treatments are only available m
unpublished dissertation form) (Hood 1968; MacCormac 1960,

Rubert 1974). Today the bulk of all U.S. Protestant

denominational leaders would readily affirm the second mode

in keeping with the activist mood ofour time and the by now well

developed “theology of the church in mission.” Nevertheless, as

seen in Figure 2, the tide seems to be flowing in the opposite

direction in the last few years ifwejudge by the number of North

American Protestant missionaries sent out by denominationally

related structures as compared to the number sent out by Type

D structures.

This curious reversal is due in part to the rapid increase ot new

independent, Type D voluntary societies. It is also due to the

phasing out by older boards of mission work in places overseas

where churches are by now well established. The fact, however,

is that new work has always been begun mosdy by independent

voluntary societies. One example will suffice: the Reformed

Church in America as a “church in mission” direcdy sponsors
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mission work in 24 countries. In not a single case were these

locationspioneered by denominational board initiatives. In every case,

informal initiative spearheaded the initial activity and the

denominational board later shouldered ongoing responsibility.

This is not to be considered ominous but does underscore the

crucial importance of allowing breathing space for initiatives too

small to gain a 51% approval in a democratic church body.

Figures 3 and 4 show more of the details of the expansion of

independent voluntary societies and the simultaneous

contraction by denominational boards of the number of

overseas workers.

FIGURE 3 — Growth of Different Types and Categories of Mission Societies

Quitch-related Boards, Independent

societies [§§§& societies
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FIGURE 4 - The Overall Size of Church-related versus

Independent Societies
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Figure 4, on the same scale as Figure 3, concentrates the

shaded and white areas to show the actual percentages plotted as

the three Final points in Figure 2. It is not our purpose to make

predictions, much less to take sides in this struggle, but we may

contrast this tension in America with the Roman Catholic (and

European-Protestant) pattern, almost entirely Type C, which

seems to gain a great deal by being neither totally independent of

nor totally dominated by the churches. The most significant

example in America today of the Type C pattern is the

Conservative Baptist Foreign Mission Society, which sustains a

close fellowship with the Conservative Baptist Association of

some 1300 loci churches. The CBFMS not only antedated the

Conservative Baptist Association, to which it still loyally and

faithfully relates itself, but is still legally autonomous and is not

actually governed by any of the overt ecclesiastical processes of

the CBA. Furthermore, it receives support from 700 other

churches that are not part of the Conservative Baptist

Association; many belong to other Baptist groups, but some are

Presbyterian, Episcopal, etc. The Type B relationship may also

be preferable to either A or D (most Type A “unified budget”

boards were once Type B in their relationship to their respective

denominations). Thus, although the Type A relationship (not

Type B) is the dominant pattern today among denominational

boards, the impersonal processes of the unified budget system

are now no longer defended as unqualifiedly as they once were

by denominational leaders (Hutcheson 1977). As a concession to

human weakness, as some put it, most denominations are now
beginning to make greater allowance for the “designated giving"

pattern of the earlier Type B relationship.

It must be observed that the tension between church

governments controlled by a majority and the pressures of a

minority for activism on foreign or home mission frontiers is

clearly a general phenomenon and not merely a problem arising

from mission work. John R. Fry in his recent book, The

Trivialization of the United Presbyterian Church (1975), gives the

poignant and eloquent outcry of an activist deeply concerned
about a whole array of social concerns. He takes great
satisfaction in the fact that, for a relatively brief period in the

1960’s, top leadership in the United Presbyterian Church was
able to gain widespread consensus (or so it seemed) for official

church involvement in political, social and economic issues of all
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kinds. In that period, nearly every regional presbytery
developed a church and society” committee, and even many
local congregations followed suit. This did not last, however, and
he terms his denomination’s reverting to internal concerns a
“trivialization.”

The problem with trying to move whole denominations to
take a specific policy stance on programs (e.g., the table grape
boycott) was anticipated clear back in the early 1800’s. At that
time the proposal that the churches should officially promote
“missions” was generally considered improper. There was also
less than complete agreement that voluntary societies were the
proper way to go. This difference of opinion contributed
significandy to one of the more spectacular church splits in U.S.
history, when in 1847 the slighdy more than 2,400 Presbyterian
ministers were divided almost exacdy in two equal parts by the
New School/Old School” schism. As always there were a variety

of issues; but by 1847 the leaders of the Old School branch
decisively setded for themselves the matter of structure by
declaring their half of the denomination to be itself a “missionary
organization.” The schism in attitude toward the external
voluntary societies remained for a time as the New School
continued to express its activism through voluntary societies not
under the direct control of the church.
But the tide was toward doctrinal purity and thus toward

denomination-controlled boards. The New School was anxious
to provide proof to the “triumphant” Old School that it was
equally Presbyterian (and not Congregational). Other groups
participating in the American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions gradually withdrew for similar reasons. Thus,
at the time of the reunion of the New and Old Schools a

generation later, the various overseas fields of the ABCFM, the

oldest ecumenical foreign mission organization in America,
were simply divided between the Congregational and
Presbyterian traditions; and the office of the ABCFM became
simply the office of the denominational board of the
Congregationalists. The same thing happened to the British

older sister of the ABCFM — the London Missionary Society.

Thus the various churchly traditions pulled up their skirts

from contacts that would muddy or compromise their
distinctives. The New School was subjected to unblinking
doctrinal rigidities in the reunion, and in such a climate it was
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naturally unthinkable to mix doctrine and polity either in home

mission or foreign mission endeavors. It was such exclusiveness

that put the cooperative voluntary societies in a bad light back in

1847. By exclusiveness we mean the setting aside of the earlier

idea of a denomination being only one of a set of jointly

embattled and equally legitimate church enterprises working

together to try to redeem an overwhelmingly non-Christian

world. The very success in church growth of the cooperative

period ironically ushered in an era of greater confidence about

the future of Christianity and a resulting sense of competition

between denominations. This further heightened tendencies to

separation and a sense of superiority. Thus there arose a new

concept of denominations which conceives of the development of

internal action groups as the essential characteristic (Hood

1968).

It is highly crucial to note, however, that through deciding

against cooperation between denominations nothing at all was

stated or settled regarding the relative merits of the various

structural options of internal voluntary societies (e.g., Types

A,B,C). In the New School/Old School reunion there were in

effect five Type B societies that carried forward the outreach of

the church but recruited personnel and funds on a

semi-autonomous basis. It would take another hundred years

for the work of all the internal boards to be merged completely

in a single Type A structure whereby it would be very difficult

for people to give specifically to any one of the various causes

(home, foreign, women’s work, etc.).

The irony of this story is seen in the fact that at a time — say

1 865 — when a virtual consensus among the denominations had

come to pass (to the effect that each one should sponsor its own

denominational outreach), a whole new uncontrollable host of

other forces were already actively at work — the YMCA, the

Student Volunteer Movement, and Christian Endeavor. These

powerfully unitedpeople all across the denominational boundaries. One
example was the flourishing of the new breed of “faith missions”

that were not exclusively related to any specific denomination or

congregation.

Similarly, by 1950, when the “unified budget” approach had

gained widespread consensus among the denominations as a

further step toward centralization, another vast new crop of

powerful voluntary societies was being born, the money from
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individual church members somehow constandy gravitating to
the specific. These new societies account for much of the growth
trends noted in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Thus thr peculiar proclivity
of American Protestants to support causes and channels of
action other than just denominations and denomination-
administered good works is strikingly illustrated
by the mounting number and power of independent voluntary
societies. At the same time, the continuation and increase of the
Type D category is continuing evidence of the Protestant schism
between the modality and sodality, that is, church and
para-church organizations. But before we go on to ask how there
can ever be a healing of the breach constituted by this other
Protestant, internal, structural “schism,” we need to take a good
look at the facts, noting both differences and similarities among
Protestant mission structures today.

Protestant Mission Structures Today:
Their Differences

There are five useful general questions that can be asked of
any particular structure, and each question brings additional
dimensions of distinctiveness. The possible answers mentioned
here are merely illustrative.

A-How closely is an agency related to the organized church? (We
have already covered four types of relationships — Types A, B,
C, D, as in Figure 1 .) The various relationships give rise to three
common distinctions:

1. Church-related/independent (ABC vs. D)
2. Denominational/interdenominational (ABC vs. D)
3. Intradenominational/interdenominational (C vs. D)

B. How is the agency related to churches that exist in thefield of its

mission efforts? Two more distinctions:

4. Church planting agencies/service agencies

While there is no reason a so-called service agency could not be

dedicated to planting churches as a service to various
denominations, most such agencies offer other specialized

services, such as in medicine (Medical Assistance Programs),
aviation (Missionary Aviation F e 1 1 o w s h

i p ) ,
mass

communications (Far East Broadcasting Company), literature

(World Literature Crusade), etc., and operate alongside the

churches in their areas of ministry.

5. International church/national church
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Here is an interesting distinction rarely used. By
“international churches” we mean those U.S. churches whose

overseas work has not produced autonomous national churches.

They are fairly numerous, examples being the Church ofJesus

Christ of Latter Day Saints, the Seventh-Day Adventist Church,

the Roman Catholic Church, and in some ways even the Church
of the Nazarene and the Christian and Missionary Alliance. The
“international church” approach alters the church-to-church

relationship somewhat and may soften or at least postpone

mission/church tensions since members everywhere are part of a

single church. It may tend to limit the full autonomy of the newer
subdivisions, however.

C. How is the agency related to other agencies

?

6.

Affiliated/unaffiliated

The Foreign Missions Conference of North America was

founded in 1893 and eventually embraced most U.S. mission

societies. However, by the time this structure was subsumed
under the National Council of Churches in 1952 (as what is now
called the Division of Overseas Ministries or the DOM), the

interdenominational agencies had long withdrawn, some of

them now belonging instead rather than in addition) to the

Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association (IFMA). The
Evangelical Foreign Missions Association (EFMA) came later

and has both church-related and independent agencies as

members. Many agencies, however, have no affiliations with

others.

D. How is the agency structured internally ?

7. Board-governed/member-governed/donor-governed
8. Centralized/decentralized administration

9. Polynational/mononational

10. “Home office” in one country/“home offices” in many
countries.

11. Formal/non-formal

A jungle of complexities faces us if we try to give the details of
the internal structure of the various agencies. Most are
board-governed. Some (e.g., Wycliffe) are member-governed.
Some, e.g., the Evangelical Alliance Mission (TEAM), are
essentially donor-governed. Whatever the ultimate source of
governing power, however, the actual day-to-day administration
may be in the hands of a fairly influential, nearly permanent
staff. Differences in fund raising may affect the degree of
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centralization of power. The Overseas Missionary Fellowship
(OMF), for example, theoretically raises money for the society,

not for individuals, while the Sudan Interior Mission (SIM)
requires each missionary to raise his own support. The result is

that, in some ways, theOMF has greater centralized control than
the SIM.

Some organizations draw their members from many countries
(e.g., Wycliffe Bible Translators, Andes Evangelical Mission).
Most express the missionary concern of a single nation
(distinction 9, above). Some agencies have “home offices” for
support and even governing purposes in more than one
country. Such agencies are sometimes called international but
could also be called multinational.

One large, virile tradition stemming from the Disciples or
Restorationist tradition does not approve of agencies as such,
and yet without the help of any formal mission agency
(distinction 11) several thousand missionaries are sent out by
individual local congregations belonging to either of two
“brotherhoods.” This is an explicit rejecdon of William Carey’s
proposal to use “means.” Nevertheless, the non-formal
coordination of teams ofsuch missionaries to specific fields does
in fact provide the funcdonal equivalent of a mission agency.
The very absence of formal cohesion somedmes elicits greater
teamwork than in cases where a formal relation is prescribed or
inherited. The record thus far, however, is unclear.

E. For whatfunction is the agency designed

?

12. Home missions/foreign missions

13. Sending/non-sending

14. Church planting/service (same as 4)

15. Evangelisdc/Christian presence

1 6. Institutional/non-institutional

17. Cross-cultural/mono-cultural

18. E-1/E-2/E-3

19. First Stage Missions/Second Stage Missions/

Consolidadon Missions

These distinctions are mainly self-evident. Number 13 refers

to the sending of people to live and work in a different place.

Literature missions may send mainly literature, not people. The
same is true of agencies mainly sending funds to support
overseas (national) workers, projects helping orphans or relief

efforts in cases of disaster. Number 16 refers to the fact that
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some agencies do not found any schools, hospitals, industries,

but perhaps focus only on the establishment of new
congregations. Numbers 17 and 18 are very significant. They

refer not to geographical or political distance, as in Number 12,

but to cultural distance. E-l means evangelism where the only

barrier is the “stained glass barrier” — the special culture of the

church. E-2 means there is an additional, serious culture barrier,

but at least some significant common denominator. E-3 means

the work is being done in a totally different culture. For

example, reaching Navajo tribal people in the U.S. may be for

Anglo-Americans far more difficult than working among
Spanish-speaking people in the U.S. (or Argentina) since

Spanish is a sister language and Navajo is not. Thus, to an

Anglo-American, the Navajos (and Zulus and Chinese) are at an

E-3 distance — that is, totally different. Spanish speakers to him

are at an E-2 distance only. But non-church-going Anglos who

live next door (or Anglos among the G.I.’s in Spain or in Tokyo)

are closest of all. They are a mere E-l distance away.

Furthermore, agencies working cross-culturally (e.g., E-2 or

E-3) must organize their internal training programs properly to

take into account the linguistic and cultural barriers. E-2

agencies, for example, typically “fumble” an E-3 opportunity

that happens to be in the same area of their work. This is why

most U.S. missions working predominantly among the

Spanish-speaking people of Latin America (an E-2 task) fail

miserably to reach the American Indians (who are at an E-3

distance). It usually takes a specialized E-3 mission, such as

Wycliffe, to traverse that extra cultural distance.

A most important distinction is Number 19: First Stage

Missions/Second Stage Missions/Consolidation Missions. It is

awesomely true that well over 90% of all American missionary

effort is now concentrated on churches established yesterday

rather than upon the penetration of totally non-Christian

groups where there is not yet any well-established, truly

indigenous church (Winter 1979). Most mission observers are

so intent upon the development of the so-called national churches

that the fact is easily overlooked that 5 out of 6 non-Christians

(2.5 billion out of 3 billion, in 1978) require First Stage Missions

originating from somewhere — either from within the same

country or from some other country. First Stage Missions is not to
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be confused with people evangelizing within their own cultural
tradition. That, aided by missions, is Second Stage Missions.
Table 1 lists the mission agencies having an annual income of

$5 million or more in 1975. These 29 entities took in more than
half of the total of $656 million given in 1975 by North American
Protestants to overseas ministries. These are not all sending
agencies, and in some cases work in the U.S. may be included.
The purpose here is to display the relative strength of the larger
organizations, and to show the varying relationships they sustain
to church organizations, as per Figure 1. Two of them
(Restoration Churches and Brethren Assemblies) operate with
the non-formal structure commented on earlier (distinction 1 1).

Table 1 — Overseas Ministries Annual Income
(1975, in millions)

Denomination Structural Type

Southern Baptist Convention
Type A Type B Type C Type D

48.30
Campus Crusade for Christ

World Vision International
27.33

27.00
Seventh Day Adventist

Church World Service

25.00

23.50
Assemblies of God
United Methodist Church
Wycliffe Bible Translators

19.06

21.79

16.90
American Bible Society

Church of the Nazarene 12.40

13.24

Restoration Churches 12.00
Christian 8c Missionary Alliance

Sudan Interior Mission

11.39

9.95
Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod 9.59
Evangelical Alliance Mission

United Church of Christ 7.61

9.07

Baptist Bible Fellowship

Mennonite Central Committee 6.96

7.04

Protestant Episcopal Church (USA)
Navigators

6.56

6.25
Conservative Baptist Foreign Miss. Soc. 5.98
OMS International

Lutheran Church in America 5.84

5.92

Presbyterian Church in U.S. 5.75

American Baptist Church in USA
Baptist Mid Missions

5.69

5.63
Brethren Assemblies

American Lutheran Church 5.49

5.50

United Presbyterian Church in USA 5.08

Totals 119.46 118.05 5.98 128.33
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Note that about one-third of these organizations, drawing about
one-third the funds, are of Type D — totally unaligned to any
specific denomination. Note that there is only one Type C
agency.

Protestant Mission Structures Today:
Their Similarities

If the American experience has proven anything, it has
demonstrated that disestablishment was no disaster to the
Christian movement. Since establishment could sometimes
ignore the grass roots and pastors were paid whether or not
people attended, disestablishment altered things irretrievably.
Clearly, despite the wide diversity of types of organizations,
virtually all U.S. Protestant denominations today are coalitions
or federations of local congregations of mainly married people
who own (or act as though they own) the local church plant.
They sense the fact that they are needed to support its

leadership and exercise a great deal of (or total) control over the
very choice of that leadership. Even the Anglican tradition in
America underwent this kind of democratization as the
post-Revolution, restructured Episcopal church emerged. The
reason for this leveling is a conscious or unconscious parallel
between church government and the accepted pattern of
democratically controlled civil government — and vice versa.

In a similar sense, despite wide diversity in organizational
details, there are certain sweeping common denominators which
hold true for virtually all mission structures. In the latter case,
unlike the structure of the denominations, however, these owe
nothing to democracy. Why? Because the conscious and
unconscious parallel is not to civil government but to the Catholic
orders, the military, and the structure of private enterprise, in that
order. In a way, similarities are more difficult to describe than
differences. But our task is easier due to the valuable check list

Gannon (1977) gives for Catholic orders. The parallels are
striking (giving our own titles to the enumeration of
characteristics he describes):

1. Voluntary, deeper commitment
2. Response to a challenge
3. Stress on both devotion and active involvement
4. Task forces ready for any good work
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5. An organizational esprit de corps
6. Both come-structures and go-structures
7. Amazing durability (of purpose and existence)
8. Stress on Christian basics

9. A normative pattern of discipline, for example:
a. community of members
b. related to a church but semi-autonomous

(£ g >
Type C, see Table 1)

c. a structure of authority — “quasi-familial”
d. common property
e. celibate chastity, mono-sexual membership

in any one order
f. & g. elite commitment beyond that of

ordinary church members
As we have already noted, there is a congenital reticence

among Protestants to acknowledge the wealth of their
inheritance from the Roman tradition. This reticence alone may
account for the fact that the obvious parallels between practically
every item in Gannon’s trait list and the Protestant mission
movement have not been more often acknowledged. American
Protestants in particular generally recoil from any whiff of one
group being holier than thou” and especially from the concept
of celibacy. But virtually every other trait holds substantially true
for the Protestant mission societies and even for some of the
Protestant renewing societies. The practice of holding all
property in common is not widespread. Yet for a Salvation Army
officer, for example, house, automobile, even uniforms are
owned in common, and it is impossible for such officers to earn
anything independently or even inherit money that does not
become the property of the group. On the other hand, the
concept of poverty may by now by many Protestant structures be
taken as seriously as (or perhaps even more seriously than) by
many Catholic orders. Neither poverty nor simplicity of lifestyle
is mentioned in Gannon’s list of traits, even though these traits
do not appear to be automatic correlates of the renunciation of
personal property, which he does mention.
Howevei, Protestant missions do planfor poverty, so to speak. It is

almost universal among Protestant missions for all field
personnel under any given agency, whether medical doctors,
teachers or whoever, to receive modest and identical allotments once
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the cost-of-living and national exchange-rate adjustments have

been made. The actual amount may vary significandy from one

agency to another. For example, United Presbyterian overseas

personnel have more recendy been paid on a standard related to

the average U.S. United Presbyterian pastor’s salary, while

workers under the Wycliffe Bible Translators receive more

nearly half that amount. On the other hand, among Protestants

little thought is given to “poverty” as a specific spiritual virtue.

The actual parity and comparative austerity of allotment is more

likely the result of pragmatic, situational considerations —
“making the money go further.” Recendy, however, the idea of

simplicity of lifestyle has gained considerable interest even in

secular circles, partially due to the ecological crisis, and there is at

least one Christian organization pledged to promoting “simple

lifestyle” as an ideal.
6 The plan is to extend to the families of

donors the same pattern of comparative austerity and simplicity

of lifestyle the field missionary follows and in turn to ask

missionary personnel to accept lifestyle simplicity not as a

nuisance (to be endured only as long as field service continues)

but as a permanent way of life. In any case, it may be thatpoverty

rather than the former hardships involved in living overseas

may performfor Protestants much the samefunction as celibacy does

for Roman Catholics — that is, serve as a barrier to the

faint-hearted or the uncommitted.

As an extended illustration let us consider three independent

Protestant mission enterprises which in some respects may be

viewed as Protestant counterparts of religious orders. Table 2

shows the rapid growth of these three associations. Even though

all three work in the United States, they involve varying degrees

of controlled income per worker just as the standard mission

societies do. All three are heavily involved overseas as well,

although the overseas affiliations of Inter-Varsity are not

included in these figures. Various factors operate in the

flourishing of these three groups. All three are heavily involved

in ministries on college campuses, where they function almost as

“surrogate denominations” but, despite good intentions, do not

really try very hard to sustain or nourish the denominational

relations or backgrounds or foregrounds of the students they

touch.
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Table 2 — Growth of Three Protestant “Orders”
Income In $Mllllons

Year Inter-Varsity The Campus
Christian Navigators Crusade

1970

Fellowship

1.1 2.5 8.6

1971 1.2 2.8 12.6

1972 1.4 3.1 17.3

1973 1.8 3.5 22.5

1974 2.5 4.0 23.6

1975 3.2 6.3 27.3

1976 4.0 11.0 34.8

1977 4.9 15.3 43.2

Percent

Increase

1970-77 445% 612% 502%

None of them, for example, produces or routinely employs any

literature that would explain the different denominational

traditions to students or acquaint them with present-day

denominational problems, successes, or personalities, even

though all three are active publishers (Inter-Varsity Press being

a major religious publisher today). On the other hand, all three

make a rather unusual contribution to the development of

Christian leadership among college youth and are jusdy proud
of the literally thousands of traditional ministerial vocations that

have resulted from their work. Campus Crusade is especially

careful to require its staff to be loyal and supportive to local

churches.

Similarities between these organizations can be highlighted by

certain fascinating differences. Inter-Varsity, expressive

originally of the Plymouth Brethren tradition much more than

now, came to the U.S. from England via Canada and retains a

British flavor — a certain reserve and cautiousness, a slight

de-emphasis upon the role of married women but a healthy

recognition of the vocation of the unmarried. In sharp contrast

to the other two, Inter-Varsity’s style of ministry is characterized

by exceedingly loose and informal relationships with campus
groups, many of which often don’t know or sense whether they

are or are not “an Inter-Varsity group.” The Navigators and

Campus Crusade take their style of ministry from the U.S. Navy
and the business world, respectively, the former being primarily
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a fellowship within the Navy in its early years, the latter being

founded by a businessman and its current top administrator

being a Harvard Business School graduate.

All three, in regard to their internal staff, are highly

disciplined organizations and follow a system of an equivalent or

parity of consumption-level, each member (as with “faith

missions”) raising his or her own support. By now each has a

meticulously developed “manual” comparable in function to the

regula of a Roman Catholic order.

Curiously all three, while heavily involved in campus

ministries, spurn worldly knowledge in favor of constant, daily

study of the Bible; and none of them very extensively

encourages its staff to work toward higher degrees. In this, they

resemble the Franciscans more than the Jesuits. Nevertheless,

Inter-Varsity, in particular, which has a far greater intellectual

emphasis than the other two, counts hundreds of faculty in

American universities who have come through its local student

fellowships. The emphasis of all three on disciplined Christian

life tends to prepare their people for challenge and/or

disappointment once they graduate and depend more heavily

upon church traditions for their nurture and continued

ministry. But the very fact that graduation provides a major

transition from college, usually to a new place as well as a new set

of relationships, means probably that these three agencies are

not likely to lose their para-church status and become

denominations. The same cannot be said for some organizations

that perform ministries that are not localized to a specific

age-span; and because celibacy is not inherent in their scheme,

any of the three at any time could quite successfully decide to

move from order status to church status. Here an important

similarity encompasses many Protestant para-church groups.

The Christian and Missionary Alliance is an example of a

para-church organization that became a denomination against

its own will. To some extent derived from what is now the United

Presbyterian Church, it is less than l/30th as large in

membership but sends twice as many missionaries as the United

Presbyterian Church. Now in its third and fourth generation, it

is uneasy about its nearly exclusive emphasis upon overseas

missions, and it is already tending to broaden its range of

involvement in Christian ministry. However, it began as an

alliance of congregations seeking to focus attention upon home
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and foreign missions and for its first 60 or 70 years simply made

missions its primary concern, in effect expecting those families

or members of families not so disposed to go to other churches.

In this sense, until recently it has presumed the existence of

“ordinary” local churches concerned with the ordinary

spectrum of Christian ministries.

A similar case is that of the Salvation Army, to which we have

already made reference. Family members not drawn to the

rigorous inner-city ministry characterizing this group have

simply fled and attached themselves to other churches. If it were

not for such a reverse selection process it is doubtful that the

durable focus of this group could have been maintained for 100

years. Interestingly enough, at present profound changes are

taking place in both the Christian and Missionary Alliance and

the Salvation Army, both of which are about 100 years old and

have about 100,000 communicant members. The latter in 1976

dramatically outstripped almost all other denominations in the

United States in its percentage increase in membership. This was

primarily the result of its recent decision to reverse a

long-standing policy of not welcoming new people into its

fellowship unless and until such people were ready to become

involved in the rigorous, active ministry of the Salvation Army.

(In India, where they could not expect converts simply to go to

“other” churches and thus the organization has long been forced

to be a church rather than an order
,
there are four times as many

Salvation Army churches as there are in the U.S.)

The durability of the specific goals of these two organizations

is thus brought into question by the recent tendency of each to

accede to the general pattern of American church life and to

foster growth in membership, whether or not this sustains the

rigorous task-oriented emphasis of the past. Both began as

auxiliaries to existing church patterns: the Christian and

Missionary Alliance largely to the Presbyterian, and the

Salvation Army largely to the Anglican. In both cases the church

tradition balked at allowing this type of specialization in its

membership, although in neither case was there any significant

antagonism on the part of the internal sodality. Just as a Roman

Catholic pope balked at Peter Waldos lack of upper class

credentials (and another pope reluctantly made up for that

omission by allowing Francis of Assisi to go forward with a

similar lack of credentials), so the Anglican authorities in
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England decided that William Booth’s Salvation Army could not

properly belong within that church, but then later the (Anglican)

“Church Army” was begun in its place.

All of this leads us to the very threshold of a concluding

discussion about the healing of the “breach” in Protestantism

between church and order, denomination and voluntary society,

democratic rule and minority initiative — between modality and

sodality.

The Healing of the Breach

One of the hardest things for Protestants to deal with has been

the matter of a mechanism for perpetuation the inevitable

divergence between products of normal population increase

and spiritual reproduction. Elite, ascetic perfection was not in

fact rejected by the Reformers. They merely rejected the celibate

mechanism that transcended normal biological perpetuation. In

what remains perhaps the most brilliant essay ever written on the

medieval period, Lynn White, Jr. (1945:87-115), observes:

In both intent and practice Protestants were ascetic. . . . When the Venetian

ambassador called Cromwell’s Ironsides "an army of monks,” he was close to

the truth. For if the Puritans rejected the distinction between a religious and a

secular life, it was to monasticize the laity; if they destroyed abbeys, it was to

make an abbey of the whole world. Only so can one understand Calvin’s

Geneva, Knox’s Scotland, or colonial New England.

But whether we look closely at Calvin’s Geneva or today’s

Salvation Army, we see that all Protestant attempts to combine

elite commitment with a genetic mechanism of perpetuation

have resulted in repeated cycles of failure.

Yet the Protestant mentality is not likely soon to embrace

celibacy as the only solution. Neither do modern sensitivities

about family life encourage the thought that family-based

church traditions like the Christian and Missionary Alliance and

the Salvation Army can long practice either (1) the effective

exclusion of their own children who do not wish to sustain their

particular ministry emphasis or (2) the shunning of “mediocre”

outsiders in order to maintain pristine goals of specialized

service. While Protestant mission societies have not found it

impossible to allow the children of missionaries to choose some

other form of Christian service than overseas missions,

nevertheless the remaining problem ofhow to allow the children

to grow up in two worlds — and thus be able to choose not to be
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becoming more ai^ore serious as

sensitivities about quality in family life are heightened. Clearly

the Protestant missionary family has brought a valuable new

touch to the history of missions, yet there is no doubt that in

many circumstances the missionary family is a clumsy and

inefficient instrument of ministry.

But if Protestants will not give up children, neither can we

expect their denominational leadership soon to be reconciled to

the existence of external voluntary societies that are accountable

only to donors uninformed about technicalities and IRS agents

unconcerned about goals.
, 1

This leaves us with a Protestantism plagued on the one hand

by denominations that by themselves won't stay el ‘ te and on

other hand by associations that, if rejected y

denominations, are no longer accountable to them. Thus or

Protestants certain important principles seem to emerge

1 There must be renewed commitment to a

denominationalism that acknowledges both the ^completeness

and yet the authenticity of each denomination as part of the una

Tto the same time, there must be recognition of the|very real

dependence of the modalities upon the sodalities. The fa y

based mainly genetically perpetuated structures called

congregations or denominations (modalities) need to work with

and
8
appreciate the more selective, second commitment,

purposive voluntary structures of fellowship and service

(sodalities). Perhaps if the sodalities were more accountable

ihe modalities, they would not tend to be ignored or fough

against. In this same light, American denominational lead

^
must reevaluate the assumptions which ha

abandonment of the Young Men’s Christian Assocta .on he

absorption of the Student Volunteer Movement, the destruction

of the Society of Christian Endeavor, and the res»«P« toahe

Christian and Missionary Alliance in its early stag

rr of

responsibility toward the denomnui^.t^X^S
of the interdenominational voluntary societ‘^^“ thc

the Protestant order-like enterprises
as
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Operation Mobilization, Inter-Varsity, Navigators, and Campus
Crusade), must be willing — intentionally and not just
accidentally — to reinforce the non-elite, benefit-of-the-doubt

structures (e.g., the congregations and denominations) which all

too often they now abide with subconscious condescension.

These organizations are in greater and greater measure
custodians of the young and as such must prepare them for

post-college congregational life. (David C. Cook Publishing

Company has provided an example in its production of several

popular books on specific denominational traditions.)

Moreover, staff membership in such a Protestant "order,” be it

Navigators or Wycliffe Bible Translators, should not obscure

that person’s relationship to his/her own denominational
affiliation. Indeed, there is, for example, nothing preventing

those staff members of the Navigators who are simultaneously
members of the United Presbyterian denomination from
drawing a dotted line around themselves and their work and
sending a formal annual report of what could be called "the
Presbyterian Navigators Fellowship” to the United Presbyterian

General Assembly.

4. The United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. has
constitutional provision for mission iniuatives of all sorts to

develop in decency and order, subject to the review and control

of its General Assembly. But it does not yet have an effective

mechanism for that review. Just the reverse, the Presbyterian

Church in the U.S. (South) has an Office of Review and
Evaluation but no constitutional definition of the process
whereby a decentralized initiative can effectively take on form
and substance. In both cases there is visible reticence among
some officials in regard to free enterprise Christian structures

wearing the denominational label, yet neither denomination has

ever in fact prevented its individual members or its particular

churches (i.e., congregations) from participating in a plethora of
Christian organizations that are not at all subject to the “review

and control” of the denomination. It is as though the U.S.

government would frown on the very existence of organizations
such as, say, U.S. Steel, which report to and are certainly

“reviewed and controlled” by more than one state and federal

regulatory agency, but at the same time would make no overt
objection to agencies like the Mafia that do not report to any
government agency at all.
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5. Finally, Protestants must accept the example of the Roman
Catholic achievement of equivalent training programs (“priestly

formation”) for the leadership of the two functional arms of the

Catholic tradition — diocese and order. This means that the
voluntary societies must come to terms with what has become the

near-universal standard of a graduate theological seminary

education as basic for a good proportion of their leaders. This

pattern of education not only has considerable intrinsic value

but, as it is adopted more extensively by the para-church

agencies, will expand the foundation upon which respect and
communication between church and order can be built. At the

same time, the seminaries must modify both their course

structure and their very perspective of the history of the

Christian movement in order that the role of the Protestant

orders may emerge and gain proper visibility in academic

currency.

The Hardening of the Breach

Despite the potential we have noted in American circles for

the healing of the breach, events are unfolding on a world level

that threaten to widen the gulf even further and thus in effect

harden the breach. For most of American experience there has

been, as we have noted, a divergence between the

denominational mission board and the non-denominational

mission society. But there has never been any acrimonious

debate on this subject except in rare instances. And in no case has

the existence of either of these two types of mission structures

been threatened.

Now, however, an entirely new force has emerged from an

unexpected quarter that does not debate the degree of

relationship of a mission structure to a church but questions the

very existence of the mission structure. In a recent article (1978)

analyzing the Ghana meeting of the IMC, 1 have described how

the missions themselves gradually became an anomaly as the

leaders of the churches planted by mission agencies eloquently

articulated their need for a new type of equal partnership with

sister churches rather than a continued spoon-feeding

relationship via the mission structures, so essential when the

“younger” churches were First born. This is so familiar a

phenomenon that it hardly needs to be described except to relate

it to the problem we are discussing. The transition involved
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underlies the distinction made earlier — First Stage
Missions/Second Stage Missions.

Quite naturally, once a church is born and becomes
established, the whole relationship of any expatriate
missionaries to that church must adjust to the new
circumstances. This is not a new idea. The famous phrase of
Henry Venn, “the euthanasia of the mission,” has had scholarly
currency for over a century.

However, an over-generalization takes place when the further
conclusion is drawn that no missions from outside any culture or
country are any longer necessary and that the age of missions is

past. Granted that mission structures employing pioneer
strategies are totally inappropriate in any society where the
church is well established, to go on to assume that such structures

are now of no use at all in any other place is to assume that there are
no frontiers yet to be penetrated. This is the most disastrous
assumption characterizing the American church in our time. In
America this assumption tends further to tear down the
intellectual justification for the mission structure, which already
has weak foundations in theological circles, and has devastated
the financial base for overseas work of almost any kind.

This is not the place to lay out the evidence which defines the
extensive frontiers that still remain to the gospel of Christ. I have
done this in several other places (1975, 1977a, 1979). We
Americans, long wedded to the melting pot theory, are more
sensitive to minorities and cultural distinctives than ever before.
Employing sociological and anthropological perspectives, we
discover massive numbers of frontier populations which still

remain and which require sophisticated missionary methods. As
many have pointed out, these frontiers are no longer
geographical frontiers. But frontiers they are! In conference
with other researchers, I have made estimates that lead to the
conclusion that there are 2.5 billion people in this category,
representing 16,750 cultural sub-groups that must patiently be
penetrated by the Pauline missionary strategy which allows and
encourages a new indigenous church tradition (1978). The
shocking fact is that in America today there is very little

awareness of this. Why? Because mission agencies, both
denominational and non-denominational, have been successful
across the years in planting churches. As a result both types have
tended to become preoccupied with the jungle of new
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relationships to yesterday’s converts or concerned primarily
with outreach into the same cultural beachheads that have long
since possessed well established churches. This is the new era.
The resulting Second Stage Mission can be a very, very

different type of activity from the kind which does the initial

spadework in a completely new situation. It has been called
interchurch aid, which is to some extent demeaning insofar as

it is a one-way street. Most important for our subject here: the
prominence of Second Stage mission activity allows the
significance of the disdnctive mission structure to be questioned
for the wrong reasons. Max Warren, on this matter, was quoted
in a paper presented to the Ghana Assembly as saying,

Today the gravest embarrassment of the mission societies lies in the actual
unwillingness ofthe younger churches to set them free to perform the tasks for
which they properly exist — the pioneering of those new frontiers, not
necessarily geographical, which have not yet been marked with a cross (van
Randwijk, 1957).

All this further hardens the breach which we have decried.

There are certain things that can be done to avoid this further
hardening process:

1) It is a desperate mistake to weigh the merits and virtues of
Second Stage mission against the First Stage Mission. Each,
where it applies, is crucially significant. First State or pioneer
missions is inappropriate only where it has already been
effectively employed. The Second State Mission, or
“interchurch partnership in mission,” is impossible unless it can

build upon First Stage Mission.

2) We must avoid the thought that social concerns belong to

Second Stage Mission but not to First Stage Mission. Successful

frontier missions in the past have almost always literally

depended upon the physical demonstration of the love of God.

3) We must recognize that the idea that First Stage Mission

activity should continue is quite naturally dependent upon a

vivid awareness of the unpenetrated frontiers which may well be

hidden from the eyes of most people. Class, caste and social

barriers are ultimately bridged by the gospel of Christ, but

history shows that they are first penetrated one at a time by a

gentle contextualized approach or the result is nothing but a

superficial foundation and nothing from which a truly

international Christian family can draw strength. One wonders

out loud if every country of the world does not need to have a
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specialized center of research and missionary education focused

exclusively on the existence and the challenge of these frontiers.

The writer’s efforts at the U.S. Center for World Mission are

meant only to represent U.S. initiative, already paralleled by

similar centers in Scodand, Hong Kong and Korea. We have

enquiries from South India, Nigeria, Guatemala and a number
of other countries. Why cannot every country and every region

of large countries possess such a center?

4) We must recognize that Westerners are not the only ones

who can and must be involved in First Stage Mission activity. But

it is equally obvious that there is no substitute for the elite,

committed mission order for most of those efforts that require

people to leave their own family and friends and accustomed

social habitat behind them in order to plant the church across

frontiers in societies and pockets of humanity where there is no

church. It is absurd to think that non-Western believers are

unable or unwilling to employ the mission structure. Yet

younger-church leaders are by now experts on the undesirable

ways missions can operate in the period where they deal with

growing churches. Only a few of the older leaders recall the

great effectiveness of the missions in the First Stage.

Nevertheless here and there we see appearing marvelous

evidences that the so-called younger churches are sprouting

mission structures of their own, capable of cross-cultural activity,

reaching out to people different from themselves.

The “breach” is nowhere more obvious than in the
non-Western (Protestant) world where the new indigenous

missions are looked upon often as some strange animal. Most of

them are recognized by neither Western “missionaries” nor

overseas churches. They stand as an ecclesiastical anomaly.

5) Only if the mission structures of East and West can meet

together as equals from time to time will both their structural

category and their frontier mandate be safeguarded. Thus it is

notable that a 1974 “Call” for a 1980 world-level meeting of

mission structures focused on frontiers has already gathered

considerable steam. I do not refer to the CWME meeting in May
1980 nor the Lausanne meeting in June 1980, but to the earlier

proposed August 1980 meeting in Edinburgh as defined by the

1974 “Call.” This proposal, originated in 1972, was discussed

primarily in the circle of the American Society of Missiology

until 1974. Several documents treat it in detail (Winter, 1976,
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1977b, 1978). Briefly, it is the only 1980 meeting that proposes

to base itself exclusively on delegations from mission structures

and to focus exclusively on First Stage efforts to reach beyond
present frontiers. It will naturally build upon every concern for

frontiers that may be evidenced in the two earlier meetings.

In Conclusion

Protestant Americans have ambivalent feelings about their

missions. The older U.S. denominations are rapidly phasing out

their mission activity, even their Second Stage activity. If you

count only the overseas workers sent by member denominations of

the National Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S. A. as

reported in 1975, they number 2776 7 and constitute only seven

and one half percent of a total close to 37,000. There would seem

to be widespread contentment with present accomplishments

and little knowledge of any frontiers. Thus the great vitality in

American missions increasingly lies in the varied constituencies

of some 600 other agencies, mostly not related to older

denominations and yet often drawing heavily on the ordinary

members of the older denominations. The IFMA-EFMA
Retreats (held in 1976 and 1978) each time brought together

over 400 executives; yet even this group reported in 1975 only

36% of the total of North American Protestant missionaries,

virtually the same as in 1969. It is the totally unaffiliated group

of mission agencies that is growing— 50% more in 1975 than in

1969, amounting to 40% of the total in 1975 rather than 31% as

in 1969. But large, individual Protestant orders in roughly the

same period have grown in the neighborhood of 500%. Rightly

or wrongly, in the near future it would appear that structures

not governed by denominations will have an increasingly large

role unless the older denominations can allow their

mission-minded minorities to express themselves more fully

than at present. Even so it is not clear whether there will be a

major recovery of interest in frontiers, but there are many

hopeful signs.

Notes

1 . I realize the dictionary gives several little used and unrelated meanings to the word

modality, and I realize that both the Catholic and anthropological uses of the w ord sodality

are slightly narrower than mine. 1 am not myself particularly attached to these terms, ut

I am certainly very concerned to suggest that the two kinds ot structures to w it r
*j

er

are the very warp and the woof of the fabric of all healthy societies and as such are both to
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be considered legitimate elements in any human community— religious or secular. As a

result, much of my own writing has dealt with the dangers resulting where either

modality or sodality is missing or either is not fostered and respected (Winter 1 969, 1971,

1972, 1973, 1974a. 1974b).

2. It is not as though Carey’s ideas were a new creation. There were a number of

mission societies already in the U.S., and of course the Moravians had been active for

many decades. Neither is it that no one had ever proposed in writing that a mission

society be formed in the Protestant tradition. Justinian Welz, had he been dealing merely

with a rural Baptist association, might have succeeded more than a hundred years

earlier, but the Lutheran hierarchy was too much for him. If Careys Enquiry was

immensely influential, it is to his honor, not so much to his credit. It was well done, but so

was what Welz did. Carey’s material simply played an infinitely greater role. The

Protestant missionary movement is in some ways as important as Protestantism itself.

3. Cf., for example, Bowden 1970; Miller 1961; Robertson 1966, especially the

chapter entitled “Voluntary Associations as a Key to History” by James D. Hunt

(359-373); Gustafson 1961; Powell 1967; Pennock and Chapman 1969. More recent are

Snyder 1976 and Richey 1977.

4. For a fuller discussion of this problem, cf. Winter 1971, Winter and Beaver 1970.

5. The data underlying these calculations and those in Figures 2, 3 and 4 are a«

follows:

KEY: CCC = Canadian Council of Churches

NCCCUSA = National Council of Churches of Christ in the USA

EFMA = Evangelical Foreign Missions Association

TAM + FOM = The Associated Missions and the Fellowship of Missions

IFMA = Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association

Year Conciliar Non-conciliar

1925 11,020 2,588

1952 10,416 8,160

CCC + EFMA
NCCCUSA

Type A,B,C 8986 4564

Type D 312 1992

1969 Totals 9298 6556

% 27% 19%

Type A.B.C 6921 4848

1972 Type D 0 1839

Totals 6921 6687

% 19% 19%

Type A.B.C 5339* 4892

1975 Type D 0 2120

Totals 5339* 7012

% 14% 19%

Unafft- TAM + IFMA TOTALS

liated FOM
4784 37 0 18,371 53%

6088 1612 6085 16,089 47%

10,872 1649 6085 34,460

31% 5% 18% 100%

5106 43 0 16,918 47%

9755 1088 6450 19,052 53%

14,861 1051 6450 35.970

41% 3% 18% 100%

5003 49 0 15,283 41%

11,673 1468 6406 21,667 59%

16,676 1517 6406 36,950

46% 4% 17% 100%

•Note: Only 2776 of these are sent by Member denominations of the NCCCUSA.

6. The United Presbyterian Order for World Evangelization, 1605 Elizabeth St.,

Pasadena, CA 91104.

7. Dayton (1976:382): 5010 including affiliated non-member boards.
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||M. debate over (ifrinduy’s historical place within thf lamily of

Western nations still continues unresolved. It is clear, however, that

German resentment ol Roman economic exploitation and Homan at-

tempts to dominate Germany jxilitically and culturally played .vs large a

rolt- in the birth of Protestantism as the religious ideals ol I other and

lus lollowers. The immense suet ess of their protest gave German C atho-

|U N and Protestants alike a new sense of themselves as a people In the

sixteenth century as in the twentieth, the Gormans rearranged heaven

and earth in ways unforget table and, lor many, unforgivable as well The

results ol their actions proved lar more ambiguous in the sixteenth

century than in the twentieth II the Reformation taught Germans to

take a new pride in themselves, it also tried to discipline their new

identity anti rentier it pleasing to God anti man. The Protestant Reforma-

tion was the first Gorman national movement to warn Gormans alx>ut

themselves.

IIm- I,mb nl Protest.tut Ism is. Iinully, .t story alront modern hist, ulans

/m r.s/i«< lh>n 1

and their audienc e No other gieat event in Western Instoi v t\ m»»u

Ignored hy histoi i.tns ,md die genei.tl public tod.cv llt.tn llu Piolcst.cni

Kelormation. II given the option, most historians would pielei to wim
.

autl most |>eople to reatl, a lxx»k on the Ameii.an, the I noth, t»t tin

Russian revolution than one on the birth ol Protestantism Why are we

more comfortable with the other revolutions that have shajH-d our wot Id

than we are with the great religious one? Unlike them, tin Reformation

‘was not so straightforward a contra! for economic justice .md |x>litna1

freedom. It forces us to think about history and human hie in more

varied and complex ways. We hnd in it not only a spiritual movement

( driving society and |x>litics, hut one that makes injustice and bondage

within the inner hie as |>ortentous as those whic h allhc t people's physn al

live*. l or |>eoplc living then, the struggle against sin, death, and the* devil

liecame as basic as that for bread, land, and sell determination

The Reformation also occurred when domestic and |H»htical life were

organized in ways many today deem unfair and autocratu I he hierarc lev

and strict discipline which then reigned in the family and in government

seem to he misguided and irrelevant models for the modem home and

modem politics. I he Kelormation confronts us with a lai more primitive

Image ot human nature and community (lean we .up .u c cistomcd to

lac ing in the modern world. It rec|uires ns to considci lice lationalc ol

a society In whic h order and security hold priority ovci equality and

fairness.

Coming to terms with the age- of Reformation has accordingly tested

the agility of modern pundits and interested layjxople alike Convoi

tional historians who confront the Refomiaticm lind themselves having

to search beneath the surface of changing laws and regimes to explain

what has happened Marxists and sexial historians, iih lined to count and

stratify, must cojx* with spiritual motives raising to the same level ol

causation as material ones. And what c an mcxlern mu llet tuals, who gasp

when a modern president casts a horoxcoiie, make ol ludor kings who

join simple folk on pilgrimages to shrines, or an elector ol Saxony

who In i^iy Wittenberg, on the* Reformat ion's eve, assembles northern

tants and Catholics discover in the Reformation confessional differences

so fixed and indexible that they must either ignore the lac is o! histoi n

or abandon the dieam of a united Christendom It cs worse still !«»c

Jews who lm«l themselves lace to lace with anti |u*laic sentiments s,i
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heydesp.scd no, I,ing hr .11. r-'-l- li-l-vl'i

,i i
.1,0. r - " H,k - " "

. .1 .si mcc ,.s wa ll. Whether views »».« > hums -I "»

I, „s laws, ... ,1..' lives ..I the laity who embraced .« ,.o. trays

„sell as the ha, .. I that interrupt* umcdisti, dreams an.l fXJX.s. s 1*1*

prophets Protestant fault p. unused to save ,x-o,»lf above all Iron, ,hs-

i rt**K»lity .

I, ,, appropriate that stub a movement should have begun as a protest

loan ist a . .... I hoax the sell,,* of .... lucernes These elaborately pruned

.ape. with the pope’s seal all.xed ela.med to l.m.t the tune a

de. eased Gl.nslian wo,.Id *,«.„! purgatory lor unrcpcntod sins I he

|, v,„,» ta.net ol the l*rotesta..t pamphleteers In the .\)ox an.l , t
,os

..as the so .ailed ,1lrn,.f,e.„. of Ko.ne, By this opprobrious tern,

the. meant purely In,man pronouncements with little hthlual basis,

|„rt win, I, mas<,uerade.l „ theless as God’s very Word, hmotumally

, ,.„,.a„„u to, the la,, y. I. . rived .cachings also demanded I,..,,,

.lie,,' total hell. I
a lu.le sell «a. rllier as well I he

Moiled also at the romanl,. mh .al visions and utopian political s. I.e.nes

„| the revolutionaries of >bc age, by whom the common man was so

eas.lv . banned Protestant Ia„l, was supposed save one Iron, messianl.

sou,.
I

prophets as well as I,..,,, false papal declarations.

| he sobriety and industrious.,ess that we today asso. iate.with t.erman

Pr„, .slants, and which lend then, to easy tar,nature, are tW, result ol a

prior principled High, from T’ople they Mirved had deceived an.

deluded then, 11,e Protestant temperament linds nothing more painful

than knowing „ has Micvc.l ,„ vam It prefers being alone to being

. o, is, tiue.l I, would rathe, have a little than risk a lot It w.ll burden

IU,| allh.t itsell More „ wall allow others to carry U away I, •lobes

. us,on, and tra.htion he, auso „ ,s ..Unusu ally venturesome or wants

,o , on,pin ate its life, hut because ,t needs simplicity an.l truth

s„,|, |M,sture , out rad,. ,e.l another, more dominant side ol human

and dest.ned „s advocates to Ik- always in the minority and

swimming upstream I he reformers rlcarly recognized this problem In

hank . onlession ,» ,y,r. Mart.u I.uther of all |»e.>ple acknowledged

ah,lily, after two de. ados of effort, to overcome the lantasy that

|,e .oul.l save himsell by Ins own works: "I mysell have now been

pre.u lung and cultivating .cation by faith alone| lor almost twenty

V e.us and st.ll I feel the old . I.ng.ng d„ , ol wanting to deal so with God

/liHih/lli I f«MI /

iliat I may contribute sometltlfrg and lie will h.»\e to go* nu » *«> g‘‘"

III exchange l<*« "*V I ft illltfNS

.

In the end 1 1 if message ol the hetman reformers may hm-H have Utu

built on a fantasy the Mill that |>eople wislt to. « an. or even sbot.M

It-atl undcludcd lives Tln-ir teaching ilitl not provt- to instill tbr sobriety

nmlftl to save modern (irmuiny from tlu* outrageous MniulirnuU/uiH/fii

of a captivating messianic social prophet who appeared in tbr but

there is something more here than just tlu ultimate '‘sab rather than

sorry” philosophy In a modern world that has seen so imub rbaos and

still lives on its hunk, a movement that succeeded in its own tun. by

challenging harmhil lantasy tries out to he ret list o\< i. <1

t
,

j
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To the End of the Earth:

American Protestants in Pursuit of Mission

Gerald H. Anderson

fKj Sepi $

In 1886, two years before Philip Schaff founded the American Society of

Church History, Dwight L. Moody convened the first Mount Hermon summer

conference for college students at Northfield, Massachusetts, that led to the

formation of the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions (SVM) in

1888, with John R. Mott as chairman. Also in 1886, ArthurTappan Pierson,

who addressed the Mount Hermon conference, published the major

missionary promotional book of the era, The Crisis of Missions: Josiah

Strong published Our Countru: Its Possible Future and Its Present Crises, and

Strong became general secretary of the Evangelical Alliance for the United

States, which Schaff also served as Honorary Corresponding Secretary. The

missionary enterprise in the United States was entering a period of

enormous vitality with a crusading spirit that was fueled by duty,

compassion, confidence, optimism, evangelical revivalism, and

premillennialist urgency.
1 Underneath was the compelling idea, developing

since the 1340s, of America's Manifest Destiny—of a national mission

assigned by Providence forextending the blessings of America to other

peoples. Herman Melville had written in 1350, "We Americans are peculiar,

chosen people, the Israel of our times; we bear the ark of the liberties of the

world." 2 Until the 1890s Manifest Destiny was thought of primarily in

terms of continental expansion, of "winning the West," with the absorption of

settlers into citizenship and statehood. In the 1890s, however, when the

United States had reached the limits of prospective continental expansion,

there developed agitation for expansion beyond North America. There was a

conviction that the United States was a nation divinely chosen or predestined

to be "the primary agent of God's meaningful activity in history."”' The

doctrine of Manifest Destiny had its roots in the concepts of Anglo-Saxon
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racial superiority, of America as the center of civilization in the westward

course of empires, the primacy of American political institutions, the purity

of American Protestant Christianity, and the desirability for English to be

the language of mankind 4

Until late in the nineteenth century, the American churches concentrated

their missionary efforts in "home missions," to evangelize the pioneers on

the frontier, Indians, Hispanic Americans, Blacks, and new immigrants in the

cities. "In 1874, for example, the Missionary Society of the Methodist

Episcopal Church (Northern) supported in whole or in part more than 3,000

missionaries in the United States. In the same year . . . that same church had

145 missionaries overseas."
5

Of special significance in shaping the mind and mood of American

Protestant churches regarding the new frontiers of Manifest Destiny were

the published writings of the Reverend Josi ah Strong (1847-1916), who came

out of a background of work with the Congregational Home Missionary

Society. His books, especially Our Country (1886), and The New E ra.;-2E, The

Coming Kingdom (1893) "did much to develop the idea of the part America

should play in fulfilling Anglo-Saxon destiny as a civilizing and

Christianizing power."
6 Austin Phelps, professor emeri tus at Andover

Seminary, wrote the Introduction to Our Cou ntry, in which he said that

Americans should

look on these United States as first and foremost the chosen seat

of enterprise for the world's conversion. Forecasting the future of

Christianity, as statesmen forecast the destiny ot nations, we

must believe that it will be what the future of this country is to be.

As goes America, so goes the world, in all that is vital to its mortal

welfare.

'

This small volume-which sold 175,000 copies over a period of thirty

years—emphasized the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon race in general and of

Americans in particular as God’s chosen people. The Anglo-Saxon, Strong
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asserted, was "divinely commissioned to be, in a peculiar sense, his brother s

keeper."
8

In the closing pages of The New Era
,
Strong summarized his

"enthusiasm for humanity" in these words: "Surely, to be a Christian and an

Anglo-Saxon and an American in this generation is to stand on the very

mountain-top of privilege."

While Strong probably did more than anyone else at that time to get

Americans interested in the application of Christianity to the problems of

the nation,
9

A. T Pierson is judged to have been "the foremost spokesperson

for foreign missions in the late nineteenth century."
10

Of particular

importance was Pierson's leadership at the 1386 Mount Hermon summer

conference attended by 251 students from 90 colleges, including John R.

Mott, Luther D. Wishard, Robert P Wilder, and Charles K. Ober Speaking on

"God's Providence in Modern Missions," Pierson urged that "All should go, and

go to all." On the last day of the conference, one hundred young men-The

Mount Hermon Hundred"- dedicated themselves to foreign missionary

service.
1

1

Two students-Princeton classmates Robert Wilder and John

Forman—were delegated to visit American colleges during 1836-87 to enlist

further student support for foreign missions. By the time 450 students

assembled at Northfield in June 1867 for the second student conference the

number of volunteers had increased to more than 2,100-1,600 men and 500

women. During the second year (1887-38), even with no organized deputation

to campuses, the number of volunteers who had signed a declaration, "I am

willing and desirous, God permitting, to become a foreign missionary,

swelled to nearly 3,000. The story of the student missionary uprising

generated a revival of missionary interest in the churches. President McCosh

of Princeton, commenting on the new student offering of life for missionary

service, asked, "Has any such offering of living men and women been

presented in our age, or in any age or in any country since the day of

Pentecost?"*

In 1887, Pierson became editor of The Missio nary Review of the Wo rld, and
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he is credited with formulating the watchword, "The Evangelization of the

World in This Generation," adopted by the SVM in 1889 * Pierson initiated a

call in 1685 for a world missions conference and council that was realized

initially with the London Centenary Missions Conference in 1688, attended by

1,579 delegates from 139 missionary societies, including Philip Schaff ot

the Evangelical Alliance, who addressed the conference* Pierson aloO

helped to begin the Kansas-Sudan movement in 1889 and the Atrica Inland

Mission in 1895 as faith missions.*

Along with Pierson, Adoniram Judson Gordon—prominent pastor of

Clarendon Street Baptist Church in Boston and author of IheiMyJPJiiUli

Missions (1893)— was "a father of faith missions" in America* Gordon

founded the Boston Missionary Training Institute in 1889 (later evolved into

Gordon College and Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary), where the

emphasis was on training in Bible and mission methods for laypeople,

especially women, to provide laborers for the mission fields that were

viewed as ripe unto harvest. While Pierson and Gordon were

premil lenriialists, the main motives for founding faith missions in the late

19th century were not theological or sectarian but practical- to decentralize

missionary responsibility for greater efficiency, to overcome denominational

separatism, and to supplement the work of denominational agencies. It was

not until the Fundamentalist-Modernist, controversy intensified after World

War I that theological issues became more pronounced and the American

Protestant missionary consensus disintegrated.

Two other late 19th century prernillennialists are important for their

contributions to American missions: Albert Benjamin Simpson and Cyrus

Ingerson Scofield* Simpson was a Presbyterian minister who in Iolw

founded two affiliated organizations: the Christian Alliance for home

mission work, and the International Missionary Alliance for foreign mission

work-os an interdenominational faith mission to supplement the efforts ot

existing mission agencies. They merged in 1897 as the Christian and
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Missionary Alliance., and their workers were trained at the Missionary

Training Institute and later at the Joffroy School of Missions (now Nyack

College and Alliance Theological Seminary, Nyack, N.Y.). What Simpson

established was a missionary agency that became a missionary denomination.

Missions in the Alliance are the reason for which congregations exist; thus

today the CMA has far more members overseas than in the United States.

Scofield was a Congregationalist who founded the Central American

Mission as a faith agency in 1890. He is best remembered-, says Dana L.

Robert, "as the editor of the infield Reference Bible, an annotated King

James Bible that encapsulated the hermeneutical system called

premil lennial dlspensationalism. What is almost never mentioned about the

Sr.n field Reference Bible is that its purpose was not to codify a theological

system. It was intended to be a one-volume reference work for missionaries

who had no access to theological libiaries.

Mott was invited to speak at commencement exercises at the University of

Wooster, Ohio, in 1890 by a graduating senior, John Campbell White. "Cam-

White became Mott's assistant, later served a term in India, and was

subsequently general secretary of the Laymen's Missionary Movement and

president of Wooster. His brother, W. W. White, was the founder and lifetime

president of the Biblical Seminary in New York. Mott married their sister,

Leila, in 1891.*

In 1892 Mott could report that already "several thousands of students had

been inspired by the Volunteer Movement to declare their purpose to become

foreign missionaries; that "over five hundred volunteers have already gone to

the foreign field under the various missionary agencies, and fully one

hundred more are under appointment. .
Moreover, a large majority or the

volunteers are still in various stages of preparation." He reported also that

"missionary intelligence" had been taken into 300 colleges and there were

now six times as many students who expect to become missionaries as there



were before the Movement. Furthermore, he said, missionary studies and

interest had been intensified in 45 seminaries, and "carefully selected

missionary libraries have been introduced into fully seventy-five

institutions. ... It would be difficult now to find an institution where there

are not now two or more missionary periodicals on file.

Documentation for reference and research was enhanced with the

publication in 1891 of the two-volume Encyclo paedia of Missions, edited by

Edwin M. Bliss, who had worked in the Middle East for the Amerlean Bible

Society. This was followed by the publication in 1697-99 of the

two-volume work r.hristian Mi s sions and Social Pro gress: A Sociol ogical

study of Forei g n Missions by James S. Dennis, a former missionary in Syria.

Dennis sought to show "the larger scope of missions" with "the dawn of a

sociological era in missions." He examined the ability of Christianity to

uplift society and introduce the higher forces of permanent social

regeneration and progress." His thesis was that non-Christian society, left

to its own tendencies, uniformly and persistently goes the way of moral

deterioration and sinks into decadence, with no hope of self-reformation,"

whereas Christianity "has been invariably the motive force in all noble and

worthy moral development" in any "attempt to civilize barbarous races."
*

( 113 ). m a statistical supplement, published in 1902 as Centennial Survey

of Forei g n Missions .
Dennis provided massive documentation of the status at

the turn of the century of Protestant foreign missions, which he denned as

"any more or less organized effort to lead the natives of unevangelized lands

to the acceptance of a pure and saving form of Christian truth, and to lift

their daily living into conformity with it."* His work has been judged "a

landmark in the history of American foreign missions as a dividing point

between the old stress on snatching the heathen from the jaws of Hell and

the new view of missions as a humanitarian agency --where convet -ion

the heathen was gradually becoming a means to an end, namely an imp- wed

society."*
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In May 1893 Mott declined an invitation from Moody to head up his recently

established Bible Institute in Chicago. Later that summer at the Chicago

World's Fair (Columbian Exposition), Moody held an evangelistic campaign and

Mott delivered his first speech to an international audience at the World's

Parliament of Religions (where many evangelicals refused to participate);

then they were on the Northfield platform together for another summer-

student conference*

The potent blend of Providence, piety, politics, and patriotism surged in

support of foreign missions in 1898-99 with the Spanish-American war,

especially with regard to the Philippines * The faith that America's course

of action had approval of divine providence seemed to be confirmed by the

swift and complete triumph of American arms in Manila. Rudyard Kipling

urged Americans to "Take up the white man's burden." Religious leaders saw

parallels between the American victories and those of Israel in biblical

times. The editor of Christ fan and Missionary^ILLance said that the story of

Admiral Dewey's victory "reads almost like the stories of the ancient battles

of the Lord in the times of Joshua, David, and Jehoshaphat. Alexander

Blackburn, writing in the Standard
,
a Baptist publication, said, The

magnificent fleets of Spain have gone down as marvelously, I had almost

said, as miraculously, as the walls of Jericho went down," and he maintained

that the nation now had a duty "to throw its strong protecting arms around

the Philippine Islands" and to practice an "imperialism of righteuusneoo.

Within a few weeks after Dewey's victory a Presbyterian writer could say

that the religious press was practically unanimous "as to the desirability of

America's retaining the Philippines as a duty in the interest of human

freedom and Christian progress." Methodist Bishop Hunt concurred. The

missionary aspirations of the American Church will add this new people to

its map for conquest. .
Never before has there fallen, at one stroke of the

bell of destiny, such a burden upon the American people. The Ba ptist Unio n

agreed that "The conquest by force of arms must be followed by conquest fur



Christ.." Anticipating the acquisition of the Philippines by the United States,

the Methodist editors of World-Wide Missions rejoiced that

we are no longer compelled to go to a foreign country to seek raw

heathen. When patriotism and evangelism can go hand in hand, thy

one strengthens the other. . . . How glorious it would be to think

that we have one Mission in the heathen world with the starry flag

afloat above it.

On the side of government, President William McKinley (who once said, "1

am a Methodist and nothing but a Methodist") was not indifferent to this

sentiment. To a delegation from the general missionary committee uf the

Methodist Church that called on him in his office in November lo99, the

President described how he had arrived at his decision-despite opposition

and controversy-to retain the Philippines as a mission of "benevolent

assimilation."

I walked the floor of the White House night after night until mid-

night; and I am not ashamed to tell you, gentlemen, that 1 went

down on my knees and prayed Almighty God for light and guidance

more than one night. And one night late it came to me this way—

1

don't know how it was. but it came. that there was nothing left

for us to do but to take them all, and to educate the Filipinos, and

uplift and civilize and Christianize them, and by God's grace do the

very best we could by them, as our fellow-men for whom Christ died
*

Senator Albert J. Beveridge delivered a senate speech in January, 19o0,

upon his return from a tour of the Philippines and the Far East, in which he

concluded that "God marked the American people as His chosen nation to

finally lead in the regeneration of the world."* Not only was the Christian

mission linked with national purpose, but the mission to America became

subservient to the mission of America, and the nation replaced the church as

the new Israel.* Clearly the mood at the turn of the century in both church

and state was forward-looking in terms of progress and expansion. Aitn a
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triumphant expectation that this would be "the Christian century.

A rather unusual self-critical note was sounded by William Newton

Clarke, a prominent liberal theologian at Colgate Theological Seminary in

Hamilton, New York, in his Study nf Christian Missions published in 1 —fO

Clarke affirmed that "Christianity deserves possession of the world. It has

the right to offer itself boldly to all men, and to displace all other religions,

for no other religion offers what it brings. It is the best that the world

contains." (p. 19). But, he cautioned, "Mankind has entered one of its periods

of passion and unrest. . . The present atmosphere of the world is not

inspiring to missionary zeal: it is too full of something opposite." (pp.

193-94). Further, it was Clarke's judgment that there was a "crisis in

missions ... a sense of pause signs of weakening . and of uncertainty.

.
Something has happened, to chill the ardor" (pp. 170-71). Criticism was rife,

financial support was wanting, retrenchment was diminishing the work. The

problems were created, he said, by romantic, unrealistic expectations of a

swift and complete triumph of the gospel (pp. 172-73), by material interests,

a warlike spirit, racial antagonisms, and national ambitions in a period of

passion and unrest, "What we occidentals call civilization," Clarke observed,

"too often carries to heathen peoples the wrong gift" (p. 243) Renewal of

commitment in this "period of great transition" required a recognition that

the task of missions— especially to overcome the ancient non-Christian

religions—was "a far greater undertaking than our fathers thought (p. >85,'.

To recover momentum in missions, American Christians needed to requicke.i

their faith, to simplify the Christian message, and to adopt the long and

exacting work of making Christianity the religion of the world, while ,e

had appreciation for those who were motived by the SVM watchword, he nad

questions about its meaning and goal. "It might be as difficult to tell when

the world has been evangelized," he said, " as to know when the present

generation is past. . . It is quite impossible that within the lifetime of a

generation Christ should become intelligently known by all men '..pp •
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In contrast, John R. Mott in 1900 wrote his classic text, IM

ct,anr| oii 7 stinri Of the World in This Generation ,
in which he defined and

defended the SVM watchword, then surveyed the possibilities and resources

for accomplishing the task. The watchword., he said, "means the giving to all

men an adequate opportunity of knowing Jesus Christ as their Saviour and ot

becoming His real disciples" (p. 4). This is what Christ implied in the Great

Commission. It means preaching the gospel to those who are now living; it

does not mean the conversion of the world, according to Mott. There were

approximately 15,000 Protestant missionaries throughout the world in ;euu.

Mott proposed there was a need for one missionary to every '.w-.rity thousand

heathen, therefore he called for an increase in the missionary task force

from 15.000 to 50,000—though he agreed with Professor Gustav Warneck

that there was no need for more than the 537 mission agencies already in

existence.

Robert E. Speer began his remarkable forty-six year tenure as secretary ot

the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. m lo91.

Profoundly influenced during student days at Princeton College by Pierson

and Moody, Speer was an SVM traveling secretary for one year following

graduation from Princeton in '369, then attended Princeton Seminary for a

year, but never graduated. Like Mott, he was never ordained, and never served

as a foreign missionary; they were "detained volunteers, tvt l! -' '

-

J - f

in American missions-and beuond-in the first third of the century would

be enormous. A prolific author 67 books and countless articles), and

eloquent speaker, Speer was a preeminent interpreter of foreign missions.

While Mott was the missionary statesman, Speer was the prophet* His

leadership of the Presbyterian board "contributed to an increase in

Presbyterian foreign missionaries from 598 when he joined the board in 1691

to a peak of 1606 in 1927," and at 1356 shortly before he retired in 1937 it

was the largest of any American agency at that time* John A. Matkay, .a.-t

president of Princeton Seminary and himself an influential figure in
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In contrast, John R. Mott in 1900 wrote his classic text, Ihe

cuang oii 7 atii-in nf the World in This Generation ,
in which he defined and

defended the SVM watchword, then surveyed the possibilities and resources

for accomplishing the task. The watchword, he said, "means the giving to all

men an adequate opportunity of knowing Jesus Christ as their Saviour and of

becoming His real disciples" (p. 4). This is what Christ implied in the Great

Commission. It means preaching the gospel to those who are now living; it

does not mean the conversion of the world, according to Mott. There were

approximately 15,000 Protestant missionaries throughout the world in 1900.

Mott proposed there was a need for one missionary to every twenty thousand

heathen; therefore he called for an increase in the missionary task force

from 15,000 to 50,000—though he agreed with Professor Gustav Warneck

that there was no need for more than the 537 mission agencies already in

existence.

Robert E. Speer began his remarkable forty-six year tenure as secretary ot

the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the USA in 1691.

Profoundly influenced during student days at Princeton College by Pierson

and Moody, Speer was an SVM traveling secretary for one year following

graduation from Prince tilt in ’889. then attended Princeton Seminary for a

year, but never graduated. Like Mott, he was never ordained, and never served

as a foreign missionary; they were "detained volunteers." Yet his influence

in American missions-and beuond-in the first third of the century would

be enormous. A prolific author 67 books and countless articles), and

eloquent speaker, Speer was a preeminent interpreter of foreign missions.

While Mott was the missionary statesman, Speer was the prophet* His

leadership of the Presbyterian board "contributed to an increase in

Presbyterian foreign missionaries from 596 when he joined the board in 1691

to a peak of 1606 in 1927," and at 1356 shortly before he retired in 1937 it

was the largest of any American agency at that time * John A. Mackay, later

president of Princeton Seminary and himself an influential figure in
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American missions., testified that Speer was "one of the greatest figures in

American Christianity. Judged by any standard intellectual or spiritual, Dr

Speer was incomparably the greatest man I have ever known."* The Robert E.

Speer library building at Princeton Seminary is a living tribute to his legacy.

Speaking in 1900, Speer said that "the aim of foreign missions [is] to make

Jesus Christ known to the world with a view to the full salvation of men, and

their gathering into true and living churches." There should be no confusion

of the aim with the methods and results of missions, it is a mischievous

doctrine," he said, to suggest that missions "must aim at the total

reorganization of the whole social fabric ;
this may be a . e-mlt, but it

the aim of missions.*

Along with Mott and Speer as a major figure in this period and later was

George Sherwood Eddy* Eddy graduated from Vale in 1891 with Henry W.

Luce (father of the founder of I1ME> and Horace T. Pitkin. The three of them

were student volunteers, they were roommates at Union Theological

Seminary, and they planned to spend their lives in China. Pitkin went and was

beheaded during the Boxer Rebellion in 1900. After finishing his seminary

studies at Princeton with Eddy, Luce went to China and eventually became

vice president of Yenching University. But Mott prevailed on Eddy to go to

India with the YMCA. After 15 years in India, Eddy served another 15 years as

VMCA secretary for Asia doing student evangelistic work, then went on to

become an influential world citizen as lay evangelist and advocate or the

social gospel, socialism, and pacifism, in his lectures, travel seminars, and

36 books. In his autobiography, Eddy testified that his conversion under-

Moody at Northfield, and his association with Mott and =peet
,

were dominant

in shaping his life. It was difficult for students in later generations, he said,

•to realize how impelling was the appeal of the Volunteer Movement for us in

those days."*

In planning for the Ecumenical Missionary Conference to be held in Mew

York City in 1900, William E. Dodge expressed a common conviction, "We are



going into a century more full of hope., and promise, and opportunity than any

period in the world's history. We want to seize upon these opportunities.

The ten-day conference in April 1900 "was the largest missionary

conference that has ever been held," with 200 mission societies ft orn

Europe, Britain, and the United States represented, and nearly 200,000 people

present at the various sessions. Those who could not get into sessions at

Carnegie Hall went to overflow meetings at nearby Calvary Baptist church

and Central Presbyterian Church. President William McKinley, at the opening,

spoke of "the missionary effort which has wrought such wonderful triumphs

for civilization.”* He was followed on the program by the Governor of the

State of New York, Theodore Roosevelt, and ex-President Benjamin Harrison,

who was Honorary President of the uonterence.

The Ecumenical Missionary Conference of 1900 was indicative, of the

momentum in support of interdenominational cooperation in missions, at

home and abroad, that had been developing especially since the 1°oOo

avoid competition, to realize better stewardship of resources, and to provide

more effective witness to non-Christians. For instance, the Intercollegiate

YMCA Movement, founded in 187" with Luther D. Wishard a* the . t

secretary, was a pioneering effort, and the Interseminary Missionary

Alliance (later the interserninary Movement), founded in 1380, "prepared the

ground for the Mount Herrnon awakening in 1336" and was the forerunner or

the 3VM* Of special significance for comity and cooperation was '.ns

formation in 1693 of the interdenominational Conference of -oreign

Missionary Boards and Societies in the United States and Canada '.became cue

Foreign Missions Conference of North America in 1911, later the Division of

Foreign Missions of the National Council of Churches in 1950; and the Division

of Overseas Ministries, NCC in 1965).* This was followed by a number ot

ecumenical organizations that were founded for coordination and cooperation

In support of missions. Some of the more important were: the Central

Committee on the United Study of Foreign Missions, 1900; the Young People s
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Missionary Movement, 1902 (became the Missionary Education Movement in

1911); and the Laymen's Missionary Movement, 1907 ( which some church

officials at the time declared was "the most epoch-making [movement] that

has occurred in the Christian world since the Protestant Reformation, *)

that was absorbed in 1919 by the Interchurch World Movement, and collapsed

a year later in a financial fiasco*

The number of American Protestant overseas missionary personnel

increased dramatically from a relatively small number prior to 1680, to

2,716 in 1890, to 4,159 in 1900, to 7,219 in 1910, and over 9,000 in 1915 *

Participation in foreign missions had become "an identifying mark ot

mainstream Protestantism."* Mott announced in 1910 that it was the

decisive hour of Christian missions," that there was a "rising spiritual tide"

in the non-Christian world, and that "on the world-wide battlefield of

Christianity . . . victory is assured if the present campaign be adequately

supported and pressed."*

in addition to the significant contribution of the SVM was the remarkable

role of women in the American missionary enterprise. Women under girded

missionary movement with prayer, study, financial support, personnel, and

diffusion of information. Their periodicals included the Congregational l^t

I i n ht rinii ! it-* for Heathen Women ( became Uf^andUghLl^^ 1876) '

the Methodist Heathen Woman's Friend (became Woman's Mission aryjiuerrd.

1896), both founded in 1869, the Free Baptist Mission ary MPil (
-
1878) '

the

Presbyterian woman's Work for Woman (1871; merged with Pur Mission Field,

1886; name changed to Woman's Work, 1905), the Southern Methodist

woman's Missionary Advocate (1880), the United Brethren WgmmVsivangel

(1381), the Methodist Protestant Woman's Miss ion arySecond 1 885), and .he

United Presbyterian Woman's Mi ssi onary Magazine (1887). However, the

women faced opposition, discrimination, and lack of recognition by men

When Rufus Anderson. Foreign Secretary of the American Board and one of th.

outstanding American mission strategists of the nineteenth century, retired
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in 1866, he told his successor, "1 cannot recommend bringing women into this

work; but you are a young man, go and do it if you can."* In response to this

situation, women formed their own mission boards, such as the Woman s

Union Missionary Society of America for Heathen Lands (I860). At the

Centenary Conference of 1868 in London, American women- led by Abbie

Child— initiated the formation of the World's Missionary Committee of

Christian Women, which has been described as "the first international

ecumenical agency."* In connection with the Columbian Exposition at

Chicago in 1893, there was a Congress of Missions for Women and also a

Conference of Women's Missionary Societies. The first meeting of the

interdenominational Conference of Woman's Boards of Foreign Missions of the

United States and Canada was held in 1896 (became Federation of Woman's

Boards of Foreign Missions in 1916; merged with the Foreign Missions

Conference in 1934). It was a parallel organization to the

interdenominational Conference of Foreign Mission Boards, from which the

women's boards were excluded.*

By 1890 there were 34 American women's societies supporting 920

missionaries in various fields and, together with the married women of the

general missionary boards, they composed 60 percent of the. total American

missionary force* By 1900 there were 41 women's agencies supporting over

1200 single women missionaries. In 1910 the women's foreign missionary

movement claimed a total supporting membership of 2,000,000* While then

general concern was for all people, their particular focus was on work with

women and children. As the number of women missionaries outnumbered the

men on many fields, the women's movement came to be viewed as a threat to

the general boards, and women were reminded to keep their pr oper place.

Already in 1888 the prevailing sentiment was expressed by the secretary ot

the American Baptist Missionary Union. "Woman's work in the foreign field

must be careful to recognize the headship of man in ordering the affairs ot

the kingdom of God.''* After 1910, most of the women's agencies were
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gradually merged into the general denominational boards, where they came

under more ecclesiastical control and were dominated by men * This led

eventually to "the destruction of the women's foreign missionary

movement,"* because-as R. Pierce Beaver has observed-’the voluntary

principle is essential to world mission," whereas denominational and

ecumenical structures "frown upon spontaneous action and establishment ot

direct relationships which they do not initiate or administer."*

An aspect of American missions that is not widely recognized is the

pioneering role and contribution of Black Americans. "Although the golden age

of Black foreign missions did not come until the late 1870s," according to

Gayraud S. Wilmore, "as early as 1782 former slaves such as David George,

George Liele, Amos Williams, and Joseph Paul sought to transplant their

churches from South Carolina and Georgia to Nova Scotia, Sierra Leone,

Jamaica, and the Bahamas. These men became the first unofficial

Afro-American missionaries before the American foreign missionary

movement had been solidly launched."* Lott Carey and Colin Teague were

sent to Liberia in 1820 by the Black Baptists of Richmond, and numerous

other initiatives were taken by Black Americans in missions during the 19th

century, especially to Africa * After the "Great Century," however, "with the

struggle against virtual genocide in an era of racial hatred and violence at

home, together with the distractions of World War I and the Great

Depression, Black church support of missions gradually declined and much

was left in disaray."* A notable continuing Black mission agency is the Lott

Carey Baptist Foreign Mission Convention, founded in 1697, with headquarters

in Washington, D.C., that is an ecumenical mission serving denominations of

Baptist tradition.

Books by Speer and William Owen Carver in the first decade of the century

became standard texts for the study of missions. Staunchly evangelical,

ecumenical, and sensitive to new insights, Speer published in this decade

Miccinn.r.j Pennies and Practice (1902), Mi^mns and Modern Hist ory, (2
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vols., 1904), and Christianit u and the Nations (1910).

Carver, professor of missions at the Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary in Louisville since 1899, published Missions in the Plan oLAges

0909) and Missions and Modern Thou ght (1910). Of his 21 published books,

Missions in the Plan of Aqes-described by R. Pierce Beaver as

“representative of American thought on the eve of the Edinburgh

Conference"—was Carver's most important and influential book *

The milestone event in this period was the World Missionary Conference at

Edinburgh in 1910, where American leaders such as Mott, Speer, James L.

Barton, Harlan Beach, Bishop Charles H. Brent, Arthur Judson Brown, Henry

Sioane Coffin, Sherwood Eddy, Douglas Mackenzie, Frank Mason North. Bishop

James Thoburn, J. Campbell White, and Samuel Zwemer were prominent. It

came at a time of high enthusiasm in the missionary endeavor, and the

missionary obligation was considered a self-evident axiom to be obeyed, not

to be questioned. Edinburgh was primarily concerned with strategy,

consultation, and cooperation to complete the task of evangelizing the world;

the Great Commission of Christ was the only basis needed for missions.

Speer challenged the assembly at the opening service to prepare for "the

immediate conquest of the world." Ten days later in his closing address Mott

said. "The end of the conference is the beginning of the conquest."* A

Continuation Committee was appointed, with Mott as chairman, and in 1921

at Lake Mohonk, N.Y., it formed the International Missionary Council MMl,

merged with the World Council of Churches in 1961). This became the major

international forum and vehicle for ecumenical cooperation in Protestant

missions.

Two important journals were launched following Edinburgh 1 91 0. The

Moslem World began publication in 1911 with Zwemer as editor; and The

international Review of Missions started in 1912. Another remarkable fruit

of Edinburgh was the founding in 1914 of the Missionary Research Library in

New York City under the leadership of Dr. Mott. Initial funding came from
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John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and in 1914 Mott wrote to Charles H. Fahs, who was

to be the secretary (later changed to curator) of the new library, “We are now

ready to go ahead full steam on the plan to secure the most complete and

serviceable missionary library and archives in the world. I desire it to be

thoroughly interdenominational, ecumenical, and international. It should be

preeminently rich in source material." In 1929, when larger quarters were

needed, Union Theological Seminary agreed to house the library in

partnership with the Foreign Missions Conference of North America, and for

years the library ranked as the best collection of its kind in the world.*

At the Ecumenical Missionary Conference in 1900, Charles Cuthbert Hall,

president of Union Theological Seminary, reported that "the study of

missions is slowly rising to the rank of a theological discipline. * By the

time of the Edinburgh Conference, there were four professorships for the

teaching of missions in American seminaries: Episcopal Theological

Seminary, Omaha Theological Seminary, Southern Baptist. Seminary, and .ale

Divinity School* In the decade following Edinburgh six new pt of e--ot - h 'P-

were established . Bethany Biblical Seminary in Chicago, Boston University

School of Theology, Candler School of Theology at Emory University, Drew

University Theological School, Princeton Theological Seminary, and Union

Theological Seminary in New York. In the 1920s eleven more seminaries

established professorships of missions* in 1911 the Hartford School of

Missions was founded, later known as the Kennedy School of Missions of the

Hartford Seminary Foundation (1913), where for dei.ade.:. the gr

-

ai -- -

concentration of missions scholars was found."* About 1917 informal

meetings of those teaching missions and related subjects were siarteo along

the eastern seaboard, which became the Fellowship of Professors of Missions

of the Middle Atlantic Region* But missiology would not be recognized in

North America as a proper theological discipline for another 5c J--

this early stage, says James A. Scherer, missions instruction was "plagued

by a certain immaturity and obscurity with regard to definition,
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methodological basis, and objectives. In retrospect, it appears that the

credibility of the claims of world missions to a rightful place in theological

education was weakened by a failure to think through the nature and

requirements of the infant discipline and the manner in which these were to

be represented in the curriculum. Was world missions merely an appendage to

ecclesiology or practical theology? ... Or did world missions have a solid

theoretical and methodological basis which allowed it to challenge and to

interact with other disciplines? What were the aims of the new subject?

Were they related primarily to motivation and training, or did they have

•basic theological understanding as their object?"* As yet there was no

consensus.

The outbreak of World War I marked the beginning of a new era in the

missionary enterprise. Kenneth Scott Latourette maintained that the

twentieth century ,
in the sense of a distinct change from the nineteenth

century, really began in 1914 with the outbreak of the World War of 1914-1918,

and it marked the end of the "Great Century" of Christian expansion * The

break, of course, did not happen overnight, and some of the earlier trends

continued to fruition in the new era. The general spirit of confidence,

however, in the capacities of man, of inevitable progress in history, and in

the scientific method as the key to the solution of evil in the world was

increasingly replaced by skepticism, cynicism, and pessimism.

Following the disruption of the war, the sending and support of overseas

missionary personnel came to a point of culmination. "Most of the major-

sending agencies reached a peak in the number of missionaries in the Held

during the early 1920s which was not approached again until after World Wat

II."* Similarly the predepression high point in North American foreign

mission contributions was reached in 1921* The growth was impressive. In

1911 only one-third of the 21,000 Protestant foreign missionaries scattered

around the world came from North America (including Canada) * By 1925

-.H .-^nnm vi t P.1 1 J h

3

1 f Ot
wprp nvpr 29.000 Protestant fit'!
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them came from North America (there were more than 3,300 American

missionaries in China alone). Income for foreign missions from living donors

of fifteen major denominations in the United States soared from $5,300,100

in 1901 to $21,288,749 in 1919*

Some pre-war negative trends also continued to confront the missionary

enterprise. Criticism of missions from secular sources escalated with

charges of cultural and political imperialism, issues that came out in the

debate over the annexation of the Philippines, and the controversy

surrounding the Boxer Rebellion of 1900, were carried forward by critics

who cast aspersions on the motives and methods of foreign missions.

Debate over the theology of missions— fueled by the

Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy-also became more serious and led to

fragmentation. Two articles that appeared in the Harvard ThjomgiM^dew

in 1915 by James L. Barton and J. P. Jones, both of the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions, were indicative of the changes in

missionary thinking occurring in those churches and agencies that came

under the sway of liberal theology and the social gospel movement. The

articles came to these general conclusions: (1) there was a change in the

attitude of missionaries to the non-Christian religions which are no longer

thought to be entirely false, but instead have elements of truth in them: \2s

there was a change of emphasis in missions from the individual to society,

with less stress upon the number of admissions to the church than on the

leavening influence of Christian truth in the community as a whole; (3) there

was a broader range of activities for the missionary which meant less direct

preaching of the gospel, and more attention to the transformation of one's

life as well as one's heart, and (4) there was a change of emphasis in the

missionary message which formerly stressed salvation in the world to come

but now laid more stress on salvation tot life in the pr^ent

In contrast to the mainline denominational mission agencies that

reflected these theological developments were the conservative faith
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missions that formed the Interdenominational Foreign Mission Association

(IFMA) in 1917 as a "fellowship of missions without denominational

affiliation" and with a statement of faith adhering to "the fundamental

doctrines of the historic Christian faith." Among the founding agencies ot

the IFMA were Africa Evangelical Fellowship, Africa Inland Mission, Central

American Mission, China Inland Mission, and Sudan Interior Mission. T he

theologically conservative faith missions flourished and numerous new

agencies were established, such as Orinoco River Mission (1920), Latin

America Mission (1921), Iran Interior Mission, Oriental Boat Mission, and

Gospel Mission of South America (all in 1923), West Indies Mission (1928),

and The India Mission (1930). Theological controversy led to a schism in the

work of the United Christian Missionary Society ( Disciples of Christ - in the

Philippines in 1926; the formation in 1927 of the Association of Baptists

for Evangelism in the Orient (later Association of Baptists for World

Evangelization) by personnel formerly related to the American Baptist

Foreign Mission Society; and the organization of the Independent Board tor

Presbyterian Foreign Missions in 1933 by J. Gresham Machen and his

followers in their dispute with the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions.

The resignation of Pearl S. Buck in 1933 as a Presbyterian missionary in

China because of critical attacks on her theological views from

fundamentalist sources was widely publicized* Moody Bible Institute and

the Bible Institute of Los Angeles (B 1 OLA) provided large numbers of

personnel for the conservative missions.

The Student Volunteer Movement was in decline and '.he a* a

t

l- h \ . o r

d

the twilight of its influence. Mott had resigned as chairman in 1920; it was

the end of an era. Nearly 13,000 Volunteers actually sailed for overseas

service, it was claimed, between 1866 and 1936. But questions about

missions and a desire for a broader approach to Christian internationalism

affected the SVM. At a student conference under the auspicies or the rwM at

M^hfi.id in 1 Q 17 the oarticipants asked, "Does Christ offer an adequate
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solution for the burning social and international questions of the day?"

There was a growing sense that foreign missions were not the only channel

through which Christians should work to bring about the healing of the

nations. "A radical reorientation in the thinking and methods of the SVM"

occurred at conventions in 1919 and 1923 where students called for "a radical

change in the assumptions and methods underlying future SVM activity and

conventions," to accommodate "the students' new-found interest in issues of

race, war, and the social order."* The Christian Century reported that at the

SVM Convention in Detroit at the end of 1927, Sherwood Eddy finally and

publically repudiated that famous war-cry: The evangelization of the world

in this generation.' No one challenged him,: no one attempted to maintain that

what is still needed is—to use the Eddyian phrase-'a Paul Revere's ride

across the world.'"* Other factors in the decline of the SVM, says Clifton J.

Phillips, included: the growing Fundamentalist-Modernist split, the Great

Depression of the 1930s that undercut the financial support of foreign

missions, the rising secularism in American higher education, the spread of

the social gospel, "and perhaps most important of all, a developing crisis in

missionary thinking, which in the 1920s and later shifted even farther away

from evangelization of the non-Christian world by Americans and fc^opeans

in the direction of partnership and cooperation among the older and younger

churches in the building of a Christian world order"*

As the SVM declined and changed its orientation in '.he „vwr.g~..---

formed the Student Foreign Missions Fellowship in 1936 (exactly 50 years

after Mount Herrnon 1866), and in 1939 the first Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship chapters in the United States were established. In 1945 the two

movements merged and the SFMF became the missionary arm of the IVCF

They sponsored a student missionary convention at Toronto in 194b, where

Samuel Zwerner reminded participants of the watchword and the earlier

student movement. Two years later a second missionary convention a as held

on the campus of the University of Illinois at Urbana. The Inter-Varsity
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Urbano conventions became triennial events that would attract a* many

17,000 students, who claimed the tradition of the SVM and the watchword as

their own.

The crucial issues in missions that had emerged since Edinburgh 1910 were

debated at the Jerusalem meeting of the International Missionary Council in

1928 where the focus of discussion was on “The Christian Life and Message in

Relation to Non-Christian Systems of Thought and Life." Secularism and

syncretism were seen as the two major challenges to missions. In addition

to Mott and Speer., Americans who were prominent at Jerusalem included

Ralph Diffendorfer. E. Stanley Jones, Rufus Jones, William Ernest Hocking,

Bishop Francis J. McConnell, John A. Mackay, Luther A. Weigle, and Samuel

Zwerner. The European participants were generally critical of the Americans

on two points: their emphasis on social concerns, i.e., the "social gospel," and

their allowance for the possibility of revelation in non-Chnstian religiutis.

One of the lessons learned at the Jerusalem meeting, according to John a.

Mackay, was that "the missionary movement must become more theological ,

not primarily for those to whom the missionaries go, but for the church

herself and the missionaries who represent her

Daniel Johnson Fleming former missionary in India and professor ot

missions at Union Theological Seminary in New York City since 1918, dealt

with the missionary attitude and approach to people of other raiths m ms

hunks Attitudes Toward Other F aiths M928), and Way s of Sharmg mth

Faiths (1929). Fleming— an influential liberal theoretician of

missions—urged a sympathetic approach to people of other faiths, with a

desire to share the knowledge of Jesus and of his spirit, but mo plated little

emphasis on the need for conversion. By contrast, Samuel M. Zwerner,

professor of missions at Princeton Seminary and regarded as the "Apostle to

Islam," held to a staunchly evangelical position of "salvation in no other

name" in his numerous publications.

The most significant event of the period in terms of creating controversy
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,

the Report of the Commission of Appraisal of the Laymen's Foreign Missions

Inquiry, edited by the Chairman of the Commission, William Ernest Hocking,

professor of philosophy at Harvard University. The Report was the

culmination of a massive survey and research project funded by John D.

Rockefeller, Jr. While the Report did not deny that missions should continue,

it suggested that important changes had taken place which required the

missionary enterprise to reconsider its motives, methods, message, and

aims. These changes were: an altered theological outlook, the emergence or a

basic world-culture, and the rise of nationalism. The Report proposed that

the aim of missions should be "to seek with people of other lands a true

knowledge and love of God, expressing in life and word what we have learned

through Jesus Christ"; that "the Christian will regard himself as a co-worker

with the forces which are making for righteousness within every religious

system", that "the relation between religions must take increasingly

hereafter the form of a common search for truth", and that the missionary

"will look forward, not to the destruction of these [non-Christian] religions,

but to their continued co-existence with Christianity, each stimulating the

other in growth toward the ultimate goal, unity in the completes!, religious

truth." This was a radical departure from the traditional concept of

missions, the role of the missionary, and the relation or Christianity tu other

religions. As such, the Report provoked basic rethinking of the issues, but

was itself widely criticized for its tone of optimism and relativism, and

was not representative of American thinking on missions. Rober t E. Speer

and John A. Mackey published critiques that rejected the theological views or

the Report. Mackay said it presented a theological viewpoint that was

already outdated—"the sunset glow of nineteenth-century romanticism.
*

The only mission board in America to respond favorably to the theological

tone of the Report was the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions. Hocking later elaborated on his thought about the way toward a
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single world faith— not by means of "radical displacement," but by

"synthesis" leading to "reconception"— in his book Myingjjellgions and a

World Faith (1940).

Among the few mission scholars who were sympathetic with the

viewpoint of the Hocking Report were Archibald G. Baker at the University of

Chicago and Hugh Vernon White, Secretary of the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Baker, in his book Christian Miss’ on ?

and a New World Culture (1934), presented a position of nearly complete

religious relativism. His justification for missions was that the experiments

of Christianity with the problems of life had been more fruitful than tire

experiments of other religions. Therefore Christianity had a mission to share

the results of this cultural experiment with other cultures by means of "the

interpenetration or cross-fertilization of vultures (p. 29,}). white, in A

Two.-.n,, for Christian Missions ( 1 937) and A Work ing, Faith for the Wo rjd

( 1 938), affirmed the position of the Laymen's Inquiry and said that "the

Christian mission should be a man-centered enterprise," with "the service of

man as the regulative aim of Christian missions. *

The malaise in mission theology-reflected in Hocking, Baker, and White—

was matched by a decline in financial support for foreign missions. By the

mid-1930s the economic depression “threw the whole Protestant missionary

enterprise in reverse."* it was symptomatic of the "American religious,

depression," described by Robert Handy as "a nationally observable spiritual

lethargy evident in the 1920s and 1930s."* More specifically, as Charles W.

Forman has observed, "the story . of the '20s and '30s suggests that

missiology failed to meet the test. Instead of holding together and going

deeper in response to many new challenges, it seemed to become shallower

and to wander off into vague uncertainties or else to react defensively.
*

In 1938, on the eve of World War II, the International Missionary Council

met at Madras. In preparation for the conference, the Dutch rnissiologist

Hendrik Kraemer published The Christian Messa g e in a Non-Christian Wo rjd
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which was said to have been "provoked by, and written in direct refutation

of, the thought of Professor W. E. Hocking of Harvard."* Kraemer took the

position that Christianity was"the religion of revelation" (p. 23), and he

stressed a radical discontinuity between the realm of what he called

"biblical realism" (which critics said was neither biblical nor realistic) and

the whole range of non-Christian religious experience. All non-Christian

religions, philosophies and world views, he said, are merely "the various

efforts of man to apprehend the totality of existence," arid are doomed to

failure (pp. 111-112). The only point of contact between non-Christian

religions and Christian revelation is "the disposition and the attitude of the

missionary" (p. 140).

Kraemer' s view’s were vigorously debated at the confer ence--and fur a

generation following—regarding the relationship between Christianity arid

other faiths, and the role of the church. After the conference there was a

spirited exchange between E. Stanley Jones and Henry P. Van Dusen in the

pages of The Christian Centuru that indicated both a vitality of thought and

strategy among missionaries overseas, and a sharp difference of perspective

between this overseas missionary and this North American seminary

professor who had no overseas experience. Jones— a longtime Methodist

missionary in India who was well known for his books :
r 'e hhr < a '. w—tLS

Indian Road (1925; sold over 600,000 copies in 12 languages,1 and Christ at
.

the Roundtable (1926)— said that "Madras missed the way" because it had

used the church as its starting point instead of the Kingdom of uod* van

Dusen, who had been chairman of Section ! at Madras, wrote a stinging

rebuke, "What Stanley Jones Missed at Madras." He maintained that Jones had

missed the proper church emphasis at Madras and that the conference had

given appropriate attention to the kingdom, but not in the sense of being an

instrumentality for a new social order, such as Jones advocated. Ne,.

Testament scholars, according to Van Dusen, would "deny that [the Kingdom]

has any direct and indisputable implication for economic and international
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life," whereas "almost every Christian movement for radical social reform

has come out of the heart of the church."* Jones, in his reply, acknowleged

that he missed the church at Madras:

I missed a church which started from where Jesus started, the

Kingdom of God, and found instead a church which started with

itself, and therefore largely ended with itself and with the saving

of its fellowship. . . . I missed a church which, while conscious of

its mission as the chief instrument of the Kingdom of God, also

was humble enough to rejoice that God was using other instruments

to bring in the Kingdom ...
*

A Kingdom perspective in mission, such as Jones was urging, would come

more than forty years later at the World Mission Conference sponsored by the

World Council of Churches at Melbourne in 1960 under the theme "Your

Kingdom Come."

The most important contribution to mission theory to appear during the

war years was The Philoso phu of the Christian World Mission by Edmund

Davison Soper, a former Methodist missionary, who was professor of

missions at Garrett Biblical Institute in Evanston, Illinois, when the book

was published in 1943. Soper, representing the prevailing view in Hoitn

America, took a middle position between Hocking and Kraerner He affirmed

the absolute uniqueness of the revelation in Christ as over again;-, me

relativism of Hocking, yet recognized the spiritual values in other religions

as over against the radical discontinuity of Kraerner. He aptly descnoed

Kraerner's position as "uniqueness without continuity, and Hocking = as

"continuity with doubtful uniqueness," then set forth his own position of

"uniqueness together with continuity.
*

Also published in this period was Kenneth Scott Latourette s monumental

seven-volume study, A Hist o

r

u of the Expansi on of Christianity >,
45,.

After graduation from Yale, Latourette— a Baptist— served as traveling

secretary for the SVM, then briefly as a missionary in China until poor health
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as professor of missions and Oriental history was marked by a steady stream

of publications that established his international reputation as a leading

historian and apologist of Christian missions. The thesis of his study of the

expansion of Christianity was that

Throughout its history it has gone forward by major pulsations.

Each advance has carried it further than the one before it. Of the

alternating recessions, each has been briefer and less marked than

the one which preceded it. This has been the case by whichever of

the criteria the advance and recession have been measured-

geographic extent, the new movements issuing trom Christianity,

or the influence upon the human race *

It was Latourette's judgment that "in A.D. 1944 Christianity was affecting

more deeply more different nations and cultures than ever before."* Vet

"when he died in the late 1960s," says one of his students, he was not

prepared to say whether the period of history from 1914 to 1960 was a period

of missionaary 'advance' or 'retreat.

After w o r 1 d W aril a n ew w a v e of missionary vitality surged t h rou g h t h

e

American churches. The immediate task was that of getting missionaries

back to the field. In 1946 the American President Ship Lines allotted over

1 .000 spaces on .wo former troop ships to be prorated among the various

boards belonging to the foreign Missions Conference of North America tor-

transporting missionaries back to Asia. Mainline boards began to rebuild

after a twenty-year period of decline and disruption, but they would never

fully recover. For Instance, the peak year of the Presbyterian Board before

the depression was 1926 with 1606 missionaries. That number had gradually

decreased until 1942
.
when there were only 1134 on the roll. During 1946-4,

•

one hundred new missionaries were commissioned and the total rose to

It was also a period of rapid growth for conservative evangelical
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missions, both in the existing agencies, and with a proliferation of new

agencies: Missionary Aviation Fellowship (1944), Far East Broadcasting Co.

(1945), United World Mission (1946), Far Eastern Gospel Crusade (1947),

Greater Europe Mission (1949), and Overseas Crusades (1950). Another

conservative evangelical association of mission agencies, the Evangelical

Foreign Missions Association (EFMA), was formed in 1945 by the National

Association of Evangelicals (established in 1942), to serve and foster the

work of conservative denominational missions as well as some of the

independent groups.*

Two influential scholars of conservative evangelical missions at the

time were Robert Hall Glover, director for North America of the China Inland

Mission, and Harold Lindsell, dean of Fuller Theological Seminary. Glover o

book The Pro g ress of World-Wide Missions (1924) was still widely used as a

text in Bible institutes and colleges, The Bible Basis of Mission;L(l946.' was

published the year before he died. Both his books were viewed as classics by

evangel i cals. Li ndsell's A Christian PhjlosopJiy of Missions (1949 ) and

Missionaru Principles and Practice (1955) were pioneering, systematic

expositions of conservative evangelical mission theory and strategy. From

an uncritical biblocentrc perspective, Lindsell maintained that all those

who have either rejected Jesus Christ or never heard of him are doomed to

eternal hell. The only way to salvation, he said, is through faith in Jesus

Christ; there are no real values in the non-Lhristian religion^.

in 1952 t h ere w ere 13,5 99 N o r th A rn e r i c a n P ro t_ e s t a n t rn i s s i

o

man e

c

working overseas, which was more than half uf the total •. roteotant

missionary taskforce worldwide. By 1956 the number of North American

personnel increased 25 percent to 2c\4._>2. The Me modi si board "'a-- '-lie

largest with 1,513 foreign missionaries.* In less than fifty yearo the Not - ,!

American percentage of the total Protestant missionary task force, was

reversed. "Whereas in 1911 about two-thirds of the foreign missionaries came

from outside North America, in 1956 it was the other way around."* But a
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place. Whereas in 1952 the mainline boards related to the National Council of

Churches supplied 50 percent of North American Protestant missionaries, by

1956 it was only 41 percent, while the percentage of personnel sent by other

associations and independent groups, unrelated to the NCC, increased neatly

nine percent* The trend in both directions would continue precipitously.

In 1952 The Associated Missions of the International Council of Christian

Churches (TAM-ICCC) was formed, representing extreme right wing

. fundamentalism, inspired by Carl Mclntire. Several agencies withdrew from

TAM in 1969 and formed a new association known as the Fellowship of

Missions (FQM). Both are small separatist associations that are militantly

anti-ecumenical arid do not associate with any other groups.

There was a radically new context for world mission in the post-1945

period, with the resurgence of non-Christian religions, the shift of cultural

and political power, and the emergence of indigenous national churches in

nearly every country of the world. The first post-war meeting of the 1MC, at

Whitby, Canada in 1947, called for -partnership in obed.ience"--a new

relationship between western mission agencies and the indigenous "younger

churches." The Whitby meeting, followed by the inaugural assembly of the

World Council of Churches at Amsterdam in 1946. marked the end of the

"Vasco da Gama Epoch," the era of Western penetration and domination. The

Communist revolution in China in 1949 and the expulsion of all missionaries

was dramatic evidence of the new reality. The change was clear, but the way

forward was less clear. At the next meeting of the !MC at Willingen,

Germany, in 1952, Max Warren of the Church Missionary Society acknowledged

the difficulty: "We know with complete certainty that the most testing days

of the Christian mission in our generation lie just ahead We have to be

ready to see the day of missions, as we have known them, as having already

come to an end."*

In preparation for the Willingen meeting on the theme "The Missionary
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Obligation of the Church, a series of studies was commissioned by the

Division of Foreign Missions of the NCC under the direction of the Committee

on Research in Foreign Mission. More than fifty papers were prepared by

mission executives and seminary professors from the United States and

Canada on five subjects: (1) the biblical and theological basis of mission; (2)

the missionary vocation, (3) North American mission boards and their task;

(4) the missionary task in the present day; and (5) policy for today. Each

subject was assigned to a commission to prepare papers and a report.

Charles W. Forman, a member of the commission on policy, says, "Nothing so

ambitious was ever attempted before—or since— in the way of mission

studies, and the product of that effort may well stand as a landmark, an

Ebenezer, for American rnissiology of 150 years."* Of special interest and

importance is the report of Commission I, chaired by Paul Lehmann, entitled

"Why Missions'?" It defined the aim of mission as "the obligation to make God

as He is revealed in Jesus Christ so known as to be faithfully served by all

men" (1,2). A study of the messages and statements of the great

church/missionary conferences from Edinburgh to Amsterdam, they said,

showed that "the missionary movement in the twentieth century has . been

following its apostolic prototype in the trinitarian direction of its thought

and life. . From vigorous Chrf sto-centri city to thoroughgoing

trinitarianism— this is the direction of missionary theology, missionary

strategy, and missionary obligation" (I, 6). The report sounded a cautionary

note, however, on the task of mission:

Missionary obligation, grounded in the reconciling action of the

triune God, is not the duty to save souls (after all only God does that,

ubi ?t ouando visum est Deo ) but the sensitive and total -espouse :f

the church to what the triune God has done and is doing m the world.

It is the business of the Christian missionary to "make straight in the

desert a highway for our God" (Is. 40:3), not blow Gabriel's horn.

Obviously, this does not mean that theological formulae, secretarial
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that they are peripheral and must remain so, if the missionary

movement is not to become something else. (I, 6.)

The inability of the Will ingen conference to adopt an agreed statement on

The Missionary Obligation of the Church" was not surprising; it was an

indication of the depth of disagreement over the direction of mission. To one

participant it was another symptom of "a disastrous failure of nerve in the

western missionary movement. . . The sickness, however diagnosed, was

essentially spiritual."*

If "the day of missions" was at an end, it was the beginning of a new day

for the one mission of the church. With the home base for mission

everywhere the church existed around the world, mission was no longer a

one-way enterprise from the Western churches to Asia, Africa, and Latin

America (a three continent view); rather mission was the whole church, vith

the whole gospel, to the whole world (a six continent view).* The mtegration

of the IMC with the World Council of Churches at New Delhi in 1961 was

endorsed by mainline mission boards in the United States as symbol izmq m

structure a theological view of mission as integral to the nature r we

church. A similar structural change had already occurred in the Jw ted

States in 1950 when the Foreign Missions Conference of North America joined

the newly created National Council of Churches as the Division of foreign

Missions.

T h e T h e o 1 o q u o f t h e C h r 1 s t i a n M i s s i o

n

. an ecumenical symposium edited by

Gerald H. Anderson, which appeared on the eve of the New Delhi Assembly of

the WCC, presented a broad range of international scholarship on crucial

issues— in biblical and historical perspective— that anticipated future

developments. In addition to Barth, Cullmann, Kraemer, Warren, ana others

from Europe and Britain, the 25 contributors included an imposing array of

Americans across the theological spectrum from Tillich to Lindsell .
together
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with Orthodox, Roman Catholic, and Third World voices. Bishop Lesslie

Newbigin, general secretary of the IMC, wrote the foreword. In his

introduction, Anderson traced the progressively deepening thrust of mission

theology among Protestants in the twentieth century, from the point of

asking simply "How missions?" at the time of Edinburgh 1910, to the point of

asking "What is the Christian mission?" at the time of the Ghana meeting of

the IMC in 1957* Christianit y Toda y magazine (April 24, 1961) viewed the

volume with such alarm that it devoted an eleven-page article by the

editors—"A New Crisis in Foreign Missions?"— to a critique of the book,

because, they said, it "discloses far-reaching influences now divergently

shaping the philosophy of the Christian mission around the world" and

"inevitably raises searching questions for the Protestant ecumenical

movement," at a time when "discussion of contemporary mission strategy

promises to dominate the theological horizon" (pp. 2-3). Comparing it to the

earlier works by Hocking and Kraerner, the editors said the new volume "may

rock the Christian world missionary venture afresh.” Especially the essays

on the relation of Christianity to other faiths, they said, would make the

volume "a center of debate for some time," and it would be "required reading

even for fundamentalist critics" (pp. 3-4). Despite the fact that "it

contains some first-rate biblical theology," the editors worried that “the

book could significantly influence reformulation of missions. 1. by its

tenuous connection of the missionary task to a nebulous trinitarian theology;

2. by relating the ideal completion of mission to the WCC-lMC-identified

Church, and 3. by viewing Christianity as the fulfillment (rather than

antithesis) of pagan religions" (p. 4). By way of final appraisal, Christianit y

Toda u assailed the volume because, in the judgment of this conservative

evangelical journal, "confidence in the Hebrew-Christian religion as the one

true and saving religion is being shattered; Christianity and other world

religions are viewed . . as different in degree rather than in kind" (p. 13).

Other indications of foment in ecumenical perceptions of mission occurred
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Strasbourg. Students at the conference felt there was "too much speaking

about the life of the church, what students wanted was action in the world.

And there seemed to be too much mission; what students wanted was a

welcome to this world."* Hans Hoekendi jk— later professor of missions at

Union Theological Seminary in New 'fork— urged the participants at

Strasbourg "to begin radically to desacralize the church" and to recognize

that Christianity is "a secular movement," not "some sort of religion."* It

was the decade of the secular, and the world set the agenda of the church.

The struggles for justice, liberation, and human development were not only

part of the ecumenical definition of mission, they seemed to take precedence

over the need for people to be converted, baptized and brought into the

church.*

The radical challenge was voiced on the American scene by M. Richard

Shuall, former Presbyterian missionary in Latin America, in his installation

address as professor of ecumenics at Princeton Seminary in 1963:

Theologically speaking, the church may be a missionary community. In

actual fact, however, it has become a major hindrance to the work of

mission. . . . Our ecclesiastical organizations are not the most

striking examples of dynamic and flexible armies which direct their

energies primarily toward witness and service to those outside.

Missionary boards and organizations, in their justified desire to turn

over increasing responsibility to their daughter churches, have

become so bound to relatively static ecclesiastical'organizations

that, with rare exceptions, they have shown little possiblity of

thinking imaginatively about the vast new frontiers of mission or

becoming engaged in new ventures on them*

Another American voice calling for radical change was Keith R. Bridston,

former Lutheran missionary in Indonesia and staff member of the World

Council of Churches. In his book Mission M u th and Realit g (1965), Bridston
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predicted that "the latter half of the twentieth century . . . may prove to be

as radical in its implications for the missionary outlook of the Christian

church as the Copernican revolution was for the scientific cosmology of its

day." (p. 13). Traditional forms of mission, he said., "embody a response to a

world that no longer exists and express a theological understanding of the

relation of the world to God that is now felt to be fallacious" (p. 17). The

vocational category of "foreign missionary" was, he suggested, "irrelevant

and theologically unjustified," and mission boards were "sociologically

anachronistic and ecclesiologically questionable." (p. 18). The church was

"still at the first stage of discovering the right questions— in considering

the nature and form of the Christian mission today." (p. 18).

Norman A. Horner was right when he observed in 1968 that "the Protestant

missionary enterprise has undergone more radical change in the last fifteen

years than in the previous century."*

Conservative evangelicals were distressed by developments in the

ecumenical movement which they felt were compromising if not

replacing—the task of evangelism in mission, and calling into question the

continuing mandate of the Great Commission. In a series of major

conferences, evangelicals rallied around a revival of the Svti watchwotd. in

1960, at the i FMA Congress on World Missions at the Moody Church in Chicago,

evangelicals saw themselves in continuity with Edinburgh 1910, affirmed

that "the total evangelization of the world may be achieved in this

generation," and issued a call for 18,000 additional missionaries* Similarly,

in 1966 at Wheaton, Illinois, a joint EFMA/IFMA Congress on the Church s

Worldwide Mission declared, "We . . . convenant together . . for the

evangelization of the world in this generation, so help us God!" Also in 1966,

the World Congress on Evangelism in Berlin, sponsored by Christiani ty i od ay

magazine, with Billy Graham as honorary chairman, concluded, "Our goal is

nothing short of the evangelization of the human race in this genet a t i on. Fot
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conservative evangelicals the spirit of Edinburgh 1910 was alive and well in

1966— a crucial year of new dynamism.

In 1968 the Association of Evangelical Professors of Missions was

organized. Of the evangelical missiologists, the most productive author was

J. Herbert Kane of Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, who had served with

China Inland Mission. After revising and enlarging Glover's The Progress_of

Worldwide Missions in 1960, Kane published A Global View of Christian

Missions (1971), Understandin g Christian Missions (1974), Christian Missions

in Biblical Perspective (1976), A Concise History of t he Christian wo
lid

Mission (1978), The Christian World Mission Toda y and Tomorrow (1981), and

others that were used extensively as texts in evangelical schools.

After publishing The Brid g es of God (1955,1 and How churches Grew 0959),

on strategies that lead to quantative church growth in missionary situations,

Donald A. McGavran—graduate of Vale Divinity School and longtime

missionary in India—established the Institute of Church Growth at

Northwest Christian College in Eugene. Oregon in 1961. His Institute moved to

Fuller Theological Seminary in 1965 where it became the School of World

Mission. By the 1980s this evangelical school had developed into the largest

graduate faculty of missiology in North America. Following McGavran s

emphasis on evangelism for church growth among people groups (homogenous

units)—formed along lines of ethnic, caste, racial, and other existing social

relationships—the school is noted for its study of strategies to foster

success in disci pi ing converts and multiplying churches among those who

are receptive to the gospel. Spin-offs from McGavran’s movement include the

Global Church Growth Bulletin (which he edits), Ralph Winter's U.S. Center

for World Mission that focuses on "reaching unreached people groups," Win

Arms' Institute for American Church Growth, and several church growth

research centers in Third World countries. Critics of the emphasis on

establishing homogenous churches as a strategy for church growth, such as

Rene Padilla in Argentina, maintain that it has no biblical foundation, that it
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is ( ontrary to the New Testament emphasis on breaking down barriers and

building up unity in the body of Christ, arid that it reinforces the status quo*

Others worry that concern for social justice is secondary, and warn that the

pragmatic emphasis of the church growth movement is in danger of turning it

into a mere "spiritual technology."*

A growing appreciation for the insights of linguistics and anthropology

among missionaries— especially evangelicals was influenced by the

pioneering work of Eugene A. Nida, secretary for translations in the American

Bible Society, through his books God's Word in Man s Language 0 952),

Customs and Cultures (1954). Messag e and Mission: The Communication.^!

the Christian Faith (1960), and Religion Across Cultures (1968). In the 1950s,

Nida gave encouragement and contributed to the development of the journal

Practical Anthropology edited by William Smalley, for professional

anthropologists with missionary concerns.*

By 1973. evangelical agencies were providing 66.5 percent of the funds

and 85 percent of the personnel for American Protestant overseas missions.

(Hogg, 388). Meanwhile, mainline boards were in a period of painful

transition. It was. “a theological transition with notable operational

consequences." says W. Richey Hogg.

The shift marks a move away from a Western Christian evangelistic

crusade to the world and toward an engagement with the wot Id in

what is regarded as a total evangelistic response to the world's needs

and the religious beliefs of its people. ... It views the North American

role in world mission not in terms of large numbers of professional

missionaries, but rather through fewer skilled specialists and

particularly through the work and witness of the worldwide lay

Christian diaspora in secular posts.*

There was confusion, however, about what it meant exactly to speak ot

mission in terms of "engagement with the world" in "a total evangelistic

response to the world's needs." People in the pews were getting mi..ed
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Neill warned that "if everything is mission, nothing is mission. Adding to

the confusion in the early 1970s was a call for a moratorium on western

missionaries by some ecumencial church leaders in the Third World [my X

Century article], and a new anti-Americanism in many parts of the world,

fueled by the war in Vietnam. A neo-isolationism in American society led to

a wave of defeatism and a loss of momentum in mission boards of

denominations in the National Council of Churches.

This affected the teaching of mission in mainline, ecumenical seminaries

as well in addition to the earlier Fellowship of Professors of Missions of the

Middle Atlantic Region (now the Eastern Fellowship), a national Association

of Professors of Missions (ARM) was founded in 1952,* and a Midwest

Fellowship of Professors was created in 1955 Bg 196o, howeeei ,
R Pierc.

Beaver-professor of missions at the University of Chicago Divinity

School—could report that 'students are now cold, even hostile, to overseas

missions", that the place of missiologg as a discipline in the seminary

curriculum "is most precarious, and I evpect its rapid decline and even its

elimination from most denominational seminaries."* Only sixteen pi u’essoi =

attended the meeting of the national APM in 1970.

response to this situation, an ad-hoc gathering of mission leaders and

academicians in ,972 founded the American Society of Missiologg (ASM) as a

broadly inclusive professional societg for the study of world missidh end to

publish a new guarterlg, ffissiojogy, which incorporated the journal Pracilcvn

Anthr-molo ou. The ASM—bringing together conservative evangelical-,

conciliar Protestants, and Roman Catholics in remarkable fashion-fostered

a renewal of rnissioiogg and facilitated the recognition of the discipline by

the academic community in North America * By 1966 the ASM had over 500

members, the various associations of professors of mission had taken eh he,

life, and Missiologu journal had a circulation in eitcess of 2.200 Also

contributing to the revitalisation of missiologg were the EOBMUal
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published by IFMA and EFMA since 1964; the Inter national

Bulletin of Missionary Research (successor to the Occasiona l Bulletin of the

Missionary Research Library, 1950ft'.), published by the Overseas Ministries

Study Center, Orbis Books, the publishing imprint established in 1970 by

Maryknoll; the Missions Advanced Research and Communication Center (MARC)

of World Vision, William Carey Library, an evangelical missions publishing

firm in Pasadena, California, founded in 1969; the Billy Graham Center,

established at Wheaton College in 1974; new graduate schools of mission and

evangelism at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School and Asbury Theological

Seminary; and approval by the Association of Theological Schools in 1986 ot

standards for offering the Doctor of Missiology (D.Miss.) as a professional

academic degree. A survey of doctoral dissertations on mission topics for

the Ph.D., Th.D.. S.T.D., and Ed.D. degrees, reveals nearly one thousand

dissertations accepted at theological schools and universities in the United

States and Canada in the period 1945-1981, with Boston University,

University of Chicago, and Columbia University leading the list. An increase

from 21 1 dissertations accepted in 1960-69, to 462 dissertations in

1970-79, was further evidence of revitalization.

In a 1985 survey of missiology as an academic discipline in American

seminaries, James A. Scherer reported "a qualitative improvement in the

climate for the teaching of missions, and a quantitative increase in programs

and activities, especially in the decade from 1975 to 1985," He concluded

that the discipline of missiology "is at last respectaPle, possesses a birth

certificate, has gained some peer recognition, and shows signs of a

. promising future ”* Those teaching in the discipline in the mid-1980s, os

reported by Scherer, saw the contribution of missiology as being an

integrating and permeating role’-n catalgst-withm the theological

curriculum, "to keep theological education open to the whole world, and to

keep the world’s needs ot the heart of seminary life", to increase owaiene,

of the role and contributions of churches in the two-third’s world", and to
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give leadership "in the dialogue with people of other faiths.
*

It was a remarkable turnaround in less than two decades from Beavers

alarming forecast, and Beaver himself the doyen of American

missiologists in the period-contributed much to help bring about the change

After missionary service in China with the Evangelical and Reformed Church,

and internment bg the Japanese during World War II, he taught missions at

Lancaster Theological Seminary, then was director of the Missionary

Research Library for seven years, and professor of missions at the University

of Chicago Divinity School from 1955 until his retirement in 1971, after

which he served as director of the Overseas Ministries Study Center for

three years. A prolific author, several of Beaver's books were pioneering

studies that became standard references: EeumenicaCMgmnmgcin

Pi-ntestani world Mission: A History of Comi ty 11962), Pioneers in Missi

TK. c.r„ , Missionaro flrdination Sermcnsjaarges. and instructiojis (1966),

rnorrh Plate ana the American Indians 0966), and especially ms All love s

P..Q.1 linn American P
Ml3slim-(i968) A large

symposium he edited for the ASM in 1976, American MissiimlnliMMal

Perspective, was judged by Robert T. Handy to be one of the most important

books in the field of religion to arise out of the bicentennial celebration ...»

landmark in tbe development of missiology In America."* Like Lataurette-

warmly evangelical, yet firmly ecumenical, a historian with impeccable

academic credentials-Beaver was trusted across the theological spectrum

and served as a "bridge person" in bringing scholars together to advance the

cause of missiology. Lhe Future of the Christian World Mission (1971), a

Festschrift in bis honor, was testimony to b.s effectiveness. Beaver

maintained that "every seminary needs a professot of missions, who.e

personal discipline may be, to be a living symbol of the church's worldwide

mission and to be the agent who summons students and faculty to

engagement in it.- It was the case that most of those who taught

missioloou in university theological faculties in the post-war period were
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historians.

The impact of the post-war transition and the contrast between

ecumenical and evangelical missions is described by Wilbert R. Shenk.

That part of the missionary movement most closely identified

with the Christendom thrust of the Great Century rapidly lost

momentum after 1945, while independent and Free Church groups

surged forward. The latter often acted as if they were still living

in the nineteenth century. They treated sociopolitical issues

si rnpl i sti call y and interpreted the missionary call as the simple

and unambiguous action of saving souls.*

The situation for evangelicals began to modify, however, following the

International Congress on World Evangelization at Lausanne in Te/4ia sequel

to the 1966 Berlin Congress on Evangelism), the Consultation on World

Evangelization, sponsored by the Lausanne Committee at Pattaya, Thailand, in

I960, and the consultation on evangelism and social responsibility in 1982 at

Grand Rapids, Michigan— jointly sponsored by the Lausanne Committee and

the World Evangelical Fellowship. In response to a challenge largely from

Third World and young evangelicals, it was acknowledged within the

Lausanne movement and the World Evangelical Fellowship, that evangelism

and social action are integrally related in mission, though a debate continues

as to whether evangelism has priorit y. Arthur P. Johnston of T rimty

Evangelical Divinity School, in his book The Rattle for World Evangelism

(1978). disagreed with these developments and warned that it was a drift

toward the "evangelistic sterility in the WCC." (p. 13). He argued that

"historically the mission of the church is evangelism alone" (p. 18), and he

criticized members of the Lausanne Committee and other evangelicals who

redefine mission in terms of holistic evangelism that includes social action.

In contrast to this debate among evangelicals, ecumenical mission

theology maintains that it is artificial and unbiblical to dicotomize or

prioritize the witness of word and deed to the single reality of the reign of
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God.* Especially as Christians encounter oppression under authoritarian

regimes, they are aware— once again— that evangelism is inseparable from

concerns for justice and peace, and that faithfulness in mission is measured

as much by the qualit y of discipleship as it is by the quantit y of disciples

produced.

The scandal of divided witness among Protestants (not to mention other

Christian traditions) continues to plague the missionary endeavor. This was

highlighted on a global scale in 1960 when two world mission conferences

were held within 30 days of each other, one by the W'CC at Melbourne.

Australia, and the other by the Lausanne Committee at Pattaya, Thailand. The

modern ecumenical movement had its genesis in the missionary movement of

the nineteenth century— as recounted by William Richey Hogg in his

definitive study. Ecumenical Foundations (1952)— but convergent forces are

more than matched by divergent forces, so that unity in mission remains

elusive.

John King Fairbank in 1966 lamented "the neglect of missionaries in

American historiography," and described the missionary as "the invisible man

of American history."* Historical research in American missions is a

goldmine for exploring scholars, yet— as Pierce Beaver once observed—"most

writing in the history of missions is not being done by church historians, but

by general historians and area experts in the universities and colleges."* A

selection of studies published in the 1980s indicates that this situation

largely continues: Suzanne Wilson Barnett and John King Fairbank, eds.,

Christianit y in China: Earl u Protestant Missionary Writin gs (1985); Adrian A

Bennett, Missionary Journal: st in China, youn g J. Allen and His Ma g azines .

1560-1663 (1983), Kenton J. Clytner, Protestant Missionaries in the

Phili p pines: 1598-1916 (19861; °atricia P. Hill, T h e W o

r

1 d T h e i r H o u s e n o Id. 7 h

e

American Woman's Forera n Mission •'•love merit and Cultural Transformation .

1670-1920 (1985); Jane Hunter. The Gospel of Gentilit y : Am e r 1 c a n W o rn e

n

Missionaries in Turn-of-the Centum China (1984) William R. Hutchison,



E;_rand to the World: Am e rican Protestant Thou ght and Forei g n Missions

(19°7); Sylvia M. Jacobs, ed., Black Americans and the Missionary Movement

in Africa '..1982); and Walter L. Williams, Black Americans and the

Evang elisation of Africa: 1677-1900 (1982). James Eldin Reed chides church

historians for their "scholarly neglect" of the history of missions, and says,

"No doubt the religious core of the missionary movement will remain

invisible until (and unless) the church historian comes to the rescue. Until

then, . . . we will be forced to view the inner meaning of the missionary

enterprise as through a glass darkly."*

There were more North American Protestant missionaries serving

overseas in 1986 than ever before--about 38,000, from 770 agencies with

income in excess of one billion dollars. The growth in missionary personnel

was uneven, however, as shown in the following table prepared by Robert T

Coote, based on data in the 13th edition of the Mission Handbook: North

American Protestant Mi ms tries Qvereseas (1986), compared with data from

earlier editions of the Mission Handbook. *

(Data reflects career personnel only)

Year of data 1952 1967 1984

Year of publication 1953 1968 1986

DOM 9,344 10,042 4,349
Can. Council of Chs/CWC 572 1,373 234

EFMA 2,650 7,369 9,101

IFMA 3,081 6,206 6*380

Unaffiliated* 3,565 11,601 18,596

Less doubly affiliated -1,113 -2,941 - 660

GRAND TOTAL as published 18,599 34,150 38,000

}

EFMA/IFMA;

15,481
- 564* *

14,917

*A few agencies included in this- group are affiliated with small separ-
atist associations.

Doubly affiliated—-subtract to arrive at EFMA/IFMA total.
***Includes 96 doubly affiliated EFMA/DOM plus 564 EFMA/IFMA.



The continuing decline of personnel in mainline— or oldline—boards

related to the DOM/NCC ( 11.5 percent of the total in 1984), was more than

offset by the continuing increase of personnel in evangelical agencies,

though that is also a mixed picture. In his analysis of the data, Coote reports

that "for EFMA/IFMA taken as a whole, 1967,marked the beginning of a

plateau, and this plateau has prevailed for almost two decades."* The really

dramatic growth in evangelical personnel occurred in unaffiliated

evangelical or fundamentalist agencies, especially the three

largest—Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board (1964, 3346 career

missionaries), Wycliffe Bible Translators (3022, Canadian personnel

included), and New Tribes Mission (1438). In 1985 the annual Lottie Moon

Christmas offering in Southern Baptist churches for support of foreign

missions amounted to nearly $67 .million (toward a total foreign missions

budget of $162 million in 1966), and 429 new Southern Baptist missionaries

were named.

The place of persons in mission is an issue that faces mission agencies

with increasing urgency as many areas of the Third World become closed to

North American missionaries. While sending men and women to proclaim the

gospel in cross-cultural situations may be an abiding reality at the heart of

mission, it does not necessarily follow that "more missionaries mean more

mission", faithfulness in mission is measured in larger terms than the

number of missionaries sent. The need to reconceptualize the role of the

missionary is high on the agenda for the future, taking into account the

increasingly significant role of Third World mission agencies*

Also on the agenda for further investigation is the theology of

mission—the basic presuppositions and underlying principles which

determine from the standpoint of Christian faith, the motives, message,

methods, strategy, and goals of mission.* Of particular importance for this

task is the contribution of Third World scholars, such as Orlando E. Costas at

Andover Newton Theological School, Kosuke Koyama at New York's Union
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Theological Seminary, and C. S. Sang at Pacific School of Religion, as well as

those who are overseas. The most critical aspect of this task deals with the

Christian attitude toward religious pluralism and the approach to people of

other faiths. In ecumenical scholarship it is generally recognized that Christ

is present and active among non-Christians, but the crucial question is

whether Christ is present in non-Christian religions as such, and whether

they may thereby be considered ways of salvation. It is one thing to

recognize that Christ is present in other faiths; it quite something else to

say that this provides sal vi f i c efficacy to other faiths, and that people of

other faiths may be saved in their religions or even throu gh their religions,

without explicit affirmation of faith in Christ. Since Vatican Council II,

Protestants have been pressed in this direction by Catholic scholars, such as

Paul F. Knitter in his book No Other Name? (1985).* Related to this

discussion is the role of dialogue versus evangelism in mission to people of

other faiths—an increasingly controversial topic. Conservative evangelical

scholars are only beginning to address these issues with fresh thinking*

Evangelicals have given leadership, however, in attention to issues of

gospel and culture, and contextual i zati on in mission, especially in the work

of missionary anthropologists, such as Charles Kraft and Paul Hiebert at

Fuller Seminary, Linwood Barney at Alliance Seminary, Charles Taber at

Emmanuel School of Religion, and Darrell Whiteman at Asbury Seminary.*

Of special significance for the study and understanding of mission in the

remaining years of the twentieth century is the fact that the center of

ecclesiastical gravity in the world is shifting from the northern to the

southern hemisphere, the Swiss Catholic missiologist Walbert Buhlmann, in

his book The Comin g of the Third Church , observed that whereas at the

beginning of this century 85 percent of all Christians lived in the West, there

has been a shift in the church's center of gravity so that by the year 2000

about 58 percent of all Christians—and about 70 percent of all

Catholics— will be living in the Third World. Buhlmann considers the coming
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of this church of the Third World and the third millenium— the so-called

Third thurch to be the epoch-making event of current church history."*

Once again the old centers of strength and influence in the church are

becoming the new peripheries, as the areas of greatest church growth and

theological creativity are found in the Third World. This suggests that we are

in one of the most important periods of church history—a period of ferment

and transition. In certain respects, as Tracey K. Jones, Jr. has observed, "The

Christian mission around the world today is in colossal confusion." Rather

than despair, however, this should be seen as a sign of vitality and hope, says

Jones, because "untidiness and confusion have characterized the great

periods of missionary expansion."* To paraphrase something that Wilfred

Cantwell Smith once said about Islam, we could say that the most exciting

chapter in church history is the one that is currently in the process of being

written.*

Reliable data about the whole church in the whole world is now

available-for the first time— in the World Christian Enc y clopedia (1982), a

fact-filled, 1,010-page volume, edited by David 8. Barrett, former Anglican

missionary in Africa, now serving as a research consultant for the Southern

Baptist Foreign Mission Board. While Barrett's work documents the dramatic

expansion of Christianity around the world, especially during the last one

hundred years, it gives no basis for complacency. There were approximately

1.6 billion Christians in a world of five billion people in 1986, but the

percentage of Christians in the world's population has decreased by two

percent since the beginning of this century—from 34.4 percent to 32.3

percent in 1980— and half of that decrease occurred between 1970 and I960.*

With far more non-Christians in the world in 1986 than on the day when

Jesus was crucified, the unfinished task of world evangelization is immense.

The stated goal of some American evangelical agencies is to establish work

among the 17,000 so-called "unreached people groups" in the world by the

year 1995, and to achieve "A Church for Every People by the year 2000."
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There is a serious "missionary problem" in the United States, however, as

in Britian and western Europe. It is the spread of nominalism in the church

and secularism in society. An American Lutheran theologian has observed

that the single most striking fact in the life of mainline U. S. churches over

the last twenty years is the rapid erosion of concern about whether people

believe in Jesus. . . . The point is not that people no longer believe in Jesus. It

is rather that those who do believe seem to care much less than they did

twenty years ago about whether those who do not believe come to the place

where they do. And this lack of care," he says, "is no simple thoughtlessness,

it is an energetic rejection of such care."* In his Warfield Lectures at

Princeton Theological Seminary in 1984— titled "Can the West be

Converted?"— Lesslie Newbigin said, "Surely there can be no more crucial

question for the world mission of the church than the one I have posed. Can

there be an effective missionary encounter with this culture—this so

powerful, persuasive, and confident culture which (at least until very

recently) simply regarded itself as 'the coming world civilization.’"*

Similarly, recognizing the spiritual crisis in churches of the West,

Australian Methodist evangelist Alan Walker says, "The Western world is

now the toughest mission field on earth. The whole world must come to the

aid of stricken, declining Western churches. . . . Mow the missionary age is

moving into reverse, and the rest of the world must reach out to the West."*

With nearly one hundred million unchurched people, the United States is not

only one of the toughest, but one of the largest mission fields in the world.

The Christian mission is simultaneously directed to "Jerusalem ... and to

the end of the earth'.'* That mission to all the nations includes—for all the

nations— the United States. This is a fruit, in part, of what Americans in

pursuit of mission have helped to bring about—a world church for world

mission.
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